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SUMMARY
The interactions of microparticles, particularly those possessing nano- and
microstructured asperities, play a critical role in many industrial applications. As a result,
control over particle-particle and particle-surface interactions can be accomplished by
designing microparticles with well-defined surface morphologies. Nature provides
remarkable examples of evolutionary-optimized microscale biological particles with
structures and/or chemistries tailored for effective adhesion to a variety of surfaces under
different dynamic and environmental conditions. Prominent among these are pollen,
which possess a range of ornamentations consisting of combinations of various
morphologies and feature sizes. These surface structures, provided by a highly
chemically and mechanically stable outer shell, make pollen a model bioparticle for
evaluating geometric effects on adhesion.
This research aims to take advantage of pollen’s unique architecture by utilizing it
as a biotemplate for designing pollen-derived particles with tailorable microparticle
adhesion. In this work, the adhesion behavior of pollen and pollen-derived particles is
characterized using atomic force microscopy (AFM). Cleaned natural pollen particles
were found to exhibit short-range van der Waals (VDW) adhesion strengths that were
independent of surface chemistry and scaled with the tip radius of pollen’s
ornamentations. Employing pollen as a core material, electrostatic interactions were
utilized to controllably coat metal nanoparticles onto pollen’s surface. Metal
nanoparticle-coated pollen particles displayed enhanced adhesion facilitated by multiple
nanoparticle contacts with probe surfaces, while also showing potential for use as surface
enhanced Raman scattering (SERS) substrates. Using pollen as a template, a layer-bylayer (LbL) surface sol-gel (SSG) technique allowed for the preparation of high-fidelity
ferro- and ferrimagnetic replicas exhibiting short-range VDW-based adhesion governed
by the contact of nanocrystals present, and long-range magnetic attraction governed by

xvi

the magnetic properties of ferrimagnetic pollen replicas. The results of this work
highlight the feasibility of utilizing pollen as a bio-organic template and the potential for
designing pollen-derived particles with tailorable adhesion.
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CHAPTER 1
1

INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND
1.1

Designing Microstructured Particles

Interest in microparticles has been driven by advances in photonics, catalysis,
electronics, electrorheological fluids, biological imaging, and drug delivery [1-7]. Control
over particle-particle and particle-surface interactions of microparticles plays a vital role
in many industrial applications, such as the adhesion of paints to substrates, the
dispersion of dry powder inhalers for drug delivery, the adhesion of toner particles to
paper in xerography, and the self-assembly of hierarchical structures [8-14]. These
interactions of microstructured particles, specifically those with nanoscale surface
asperities, are controlled by the balance of attractive forces (hydrogen bonding,
electrostatic forces, and dipole-dipole interactions) and repulsive forces (steric forces and
electrostatic repulsion) [15]. As a result, great effort has been devoted to designing
microparticles with well-defined shapes, sizes and structures.
1.1.1

Fabrication of Microstructured Particles
Preparation of structured particles is often accomplished by mimicking existing

structures using a number of fabrication processes. Figure 1.1 illustrates a number of
techniques used to synthesize particles from core particle templates of varying shapes
(spheres, rods, cubes), sizes (microns, nanometers), and materials (synthetic, bacteria,
biological) [16-20]. Common fabrication methods for synthesizing such particles include
surface sol-gel, chemical vapor deposition, atomic layer deposition, layer-by-layer
deposition, Pickering emulsion polymerization, chemical reduction/seeded growth,
colloidal heteroaggregation, and a combination of these methods [18, 21-26]. Colloidal
heteroaggregation and surface sol-gel techniques are of particular interest for preparing
in-situ and ex-situ coatings on core particle templates.
1

Figure 1.1. Common fabrication methods for preparing hybrid particles from core
templates taken from references 11 and 31-38.
1.1.1.1 Sol Gel Process
Sol-gel processes normally require at least one precursor, usually a metal
alkoxide, solvents to disperse the precursor, a catalyst, a base, and water. During the solgel transformation, the sol (colloid suspension) becomes interconnected to form a gel (a
rigid three dimensional network) via hydrolysis of the precursor, alcohol or water
condensation of the precursor, or reaction of hydrolysis and condensation products of the
precursor [27]. The surface sol-gel process is facilitated by a surface bearing hydroxyl
groups and occurs through the chemisorption of the alkoxide, followed by rinsing,
hydrolysis of the chemisorbed alkoxide, and drying [28]. The precursor is not necessarily
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limited to alkoxides as long as they fulfill the requirements of chemisorption on surface
hydroxyl groups and regeneration of the hydroxyl groups after hydrolysis [29].
1.1.1.2 Colloidal Heteroaggregation
Particles suspended in a medium inevitably undergo collisions with one another
that can result in an unstable system of aggregates [30]. Heterocoagulation describes
permanent,

irreversible,

contact

between

particles.

Heteroflocculation

and

heteroassociation define a reversible or temporary association between particles.
Heteroaggregation is the general term applies to particle aggregation. Interactions leading
to heteroaggregation are often electrostatic in nature, arising from the electric double
layer surrounding the particles, and can be induced by mixing oppositely charged
particles [31]. Size differences can also promote aggregation of colloids with similar
chemistries and charges [32]. Finally, chemistry differences in particles of similar sizes
and charges can be used to drive heteroaggregation [33].
1.1.2

Structured Particles Derived from Nature
Nature provides remarkable examples of evolutionary-optimized microscale

particles with structures and/or chemistries tailored for effective adhesion to a variety of
porous or dense surfaces. Figure 1.2 displays examples of naturally-fabricated diatom,
spore, and pollen microparticles. Diatoms, unicellular aquatic algae with siliceous cell
walls, possess a high degree of species-specific three-dimensional micro- and
nanostructures [34-36]. Spores are unicellular haploid units of asexual reproduction of
nonvascular plants (e.g., algae, fungi, and mosses) with roughened surfaces. Pollen is the
male gametophyte of angiosperms (i.e. flowering plants) with a high degree of speciesspecific morphological complexity [37]. Pollen’s sustainability, chemical and mechanical
stability, and unique architecture make it an appealing candidate for use as a model
biotemplate.

3

Figure 1.2. Representative scanning electron micrographs of the structural diversity
of (a) diatom, (b) spore, and (c) pollen microparticles. Images were taken from
references 42-44.
1.2
1.2.1

Pollen as a Biotemplate

Pollen sustainability
Pollen is an ubiquitous material produced by plants in large numbers. A single

ragweed (Ambrosia artemisiifolia) plant can produce 8 billion ragweed pollen grains in 5
h [38]. It is estimated that more than a million tons of ragweed pollen is produced in a
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single season in the U.S. alone [39]. The total yearly pollen production in the world may
be several orders of magnitude greater taking into consideration an estimated 352,000
species of flowering, pollen-bearing, plants [40]. Additionally, pollen production is
expected to significantly increase based on predicted future climate conditions. Five CO2
emission scenarios for the period 1850-2100 project a minimum atmospheric CO2 level
of ~440 ppm, with less conservative estimates approaching ~600 ppm, to be achieved by
the year 2100 [41]. Subjecting plants to future CO2 conditions, a 62% increase from year
2000 to future CO2 levels results in a 90% increase in pollen production [42].
Currently a number of companies (e.g. Greer Laboratories, Inc., Polysciences,
Inc., etc.) offer a wide range of pollen species in lab-scale quantities. Commercial
harvesting on this scale is supplied by certified farmers in the U.S. and Europe [43]. One
such 400-acre farm collects roughly 30 species of pollen and during ragweed season,
which runs from mid-August to October, harvests an average of more than four pounds of
ragweed pollen per day [44]. Collected pollen is sold to companies at an average cost of
50 cents per gram of pollen and as low as five cents per gram for common pollen such as
ragweed. Although it is unclear how pollen collection on a larger scale may impact the
environment, the fact that these pollen farms currently exist demonstrate the potential to
sustainably harvest pollen to meet consumer demands.
1.2.2

Pollen chemistry
Mature pollen grains are characterized by a number of extracellular and

intracellular features as seen in Figure 1.3. The outer pollen wall, known as the exine,
possesses a very high mechanical strength [45]. The exine consists of sporopollenin, a
biopolymer network essentially insoluble to known solvents and extremely resistant to
non-oxidative physical, biological, and chemical degradation [46]. The fact that
sporopollenin is insoluble in common acids and solvents limits many of the chemical
analyses to solid state techniques. A number of pollen treated with a nonoxidative,
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extraction-hydrolyis method were used to isolate the exines of different plant classes.
Distinct 13C NMR spectra obtained from these exines indicate that the sporopollenin from
different pollen species are all distinct substances [47]. Sporopollenin can therefore be
categorized as a class of biopolymers rather than a single, homogeneous macromolecule.
FTIR spectra of acetolyzed sporopollenin of Magnolia grandiflora Linn. and Hibiscus
syracus Linn. suggest that the main structure of sporopollenin is a simple aliphatic
polymer with aromatic and conjugated groups in the side chains [48]. Specifically,
phenols are revealed to be integral compounds of the sporopollenin skeleton through the
identification of 4-hydroxy-cinnamic acid from 1H-1H-COSY NMR spectra of silyl and
acetyl derivatives of Typha angustifolia L. pollen [49-51]. Exposing sporopollenin from
Typha angustifolia L. to a series of 36 subsequent acidic methanolysis procedures
indicate that the sporopollenin polymers possess alkyl chains containing at least ten CH2
groups and the polymers are linked via ether bridges [52]. Acetolysis-resistant
sporopollenin of Betula pendula and Pinus sylvestris subjected to pyrolysis GC-MS
revealed the presence of both p-coumaric acid and ferulic acid [53]. Solid state 13C NMR
and RuO4 chemical degradation, in combination with pyrolysis results, have led to a
tentative structure for sporopollenin, shown in Figure 1.4, in which long-chain (C24-C28)
highly aliphatic units form the backbone of sporopollenin with cinnamic acids as crosslinking units [54].
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Figure 1.3. Ultrastructure of a typical mature pollen grain. Extracellular features
include the inner intine, outer exine, and pollen coat (pollenkitt) filling the cavities
of the exine sculpture. The exine is further divided into the sexine (tectum,
columella, formina) and nexine (foot layer and endexine). Intracellular features
include oil bodies, rough endoplasmic reticulum (rER), numerous vesicles, a
vegetative nucleus, a vegetative cell, and sperm cells. Representations were taken
from references 59-61.
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Figure 1.4. Proposed structure of sporopollenin monomeric building blocks taken
from reference 58.
A pollen coat, a viscous adhesive material known as pollenkitt, is primarily
located in the cavities of the exine as well as the surface of the exine. Pollenkitt offers
protection against water loss, fungi or bacteria, and UV radiation. Despite its importance
for pollen dispersal and subsequent germination, relatively little is known about the
chemical composition of the pollen coat [55]. Analysis of the volatiles from the pollenkitt
of Rosa rugosa revealed that the coating extract shared half of the volatiles found in
pollen (aromatics, C11-C16 aliphatics, and terpenoids) and proportionately more C16
acetate; comparing to Rosa canina, pollenkitt volatiles are distinct even between pollen
of different species [56]. From a collection of pollen from 69 angiosperms, the pollenkitt
were found to contain non-glyceride neutral lipids (hydrocarbons, fatty acid methyl
esters, sterol esters, aldehydes, and ketones), very few polar lipids, and pigments (yellow
carotenoids and flavenoids) [57]. Beneath the outer pollen wall lays a cellulose-rich layer
called the intine [58]. Filling most of the interior of the pollen grain is a large vegetative
cell consisting of a nucleus that lies within the cytoplasm which is densely packed with
storage oil bodies, endoplasmic reticulum, vesicles around the periphery of the
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cytoplasm, and two sperm cells [55, 59]. These intracellular pollen lipids and membranes
are composed of triacylglycerols and membrane-associated phospholipids [55].
1.2.3

Pollen Transport Properties

1.2.3.1 Structural Factors
In nature, pollen structure plays a vital role to its successful dispersal and
transport. Wind pollen dispersal is made possible through the evolution of flowering
plants to disperse pollen through mechanisms aided by air currents, termed
anemophilous. The exine wall in anemophilous pollen species is often modified to
enhance buoyancy. Pollinator pollen dispersal is facilitated by pollen adhering to the
body of insects (entomophilous) and vertebrates (zoophilous) that consume nectar of
flowering plants. The exine wall in entomophilous and zoophilous pollen species often
possesses surface rods, spines, and other sculptural features to enhance dissemination [37,
59, 60]. As a result, the structure and sculpture of the exine is what gives pollen their
distinct microscopic and submicroscopic morphology [37]. Figure 1.5 identifies the basic
architectures of the outer sculptured layer of the exine, the sexine, which are defined by
size, shape, and arrangement in Table 1.1 [61]. Additionally, the size of pollen grains
typically ranges from 5 microns to greater than 200 microns [37].
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Figure 1.5. Surface sculpturing elements of pollen taken from references 65 and 66.
Raised areas are shown light and lower areas are shown dark. Cross-sections of the
exine are located around the perimeter.
Table 1.1. Characteristic surface structures of pollen grains [37].
Architecture

Characteristic

Psilate

Smooth surface

Foveolate

Pitted surface

Fossulate

Grooved surface

Perforate

Numerous openings in the tectum

Scabrate

Sculptured elements < 1 μm in any dimension

Verrucate

Sculptured elements > 1 μm with near equal height and width

Gemmate

Sculptured elements with diameters equal to, or greater than, the height
with a constricted base of > 1 μm

Baculate

Rod-like elements > 1 μm of greater height than width

Clavate

Elements > 1 μm long of greater height than width with a constricted
base or club-shaped tip

Echinate

Pointed spines 1-3 μm long

Rugulate

Horizontally elongated elements in an irregular pattern

Striate

Horizontally elongated elements in an irregular pattern

Reticulate

Horizontally elongated elements forming a net-like pattern
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1.2.3.2 Chemical Factors
Pollenkitt is absent from the pollen of strictly and primarily anemophilous taxa,
characteristic of entomophilous taxa, present in secondary anemophilous members of
otherwise entomophilous families, and present in variable quantities in zoophilous plants
[62, 63]. In species possessing pollenkitt, it plays an important role in the survival of
pollen grains and eventual fertilization of the ovum. Pollen dispersal is facilitated by
pollenkitt’s ability to keep pollen grains together during transport and adhere to insects or
vertebrates. Pollinators are attracted to the odor, color, and digestible reward of the
pollenkitt. Pollen germination and the ovum fertilization is possible because the pollenkitt
allows for pollen to adhere to the stigma and rehydrate [62, 64].
1.2.4

Pollen-based Hybrid Materials
Recently pollen grains have attracted much attention as a component for organic-

inorganic hybrid materials. For example, pollen composites of ZrO2/sunflower
(Helianthus annuus) pollen, Fe3O4/ragweed (Ambrosia artemisiifolia) pollen, and
NiO/carbonized lotus (Nelumbo nucifera) pollen have been fabricated in-situ for use in
hydrogen storage, waste water separation, and anodes in Li-ion batteries, respectively
[65-67]. Additionally, the in-situ preparation of silver nanoparticle (AgNP)/ragweed,
AgNP/rye (Secale cereale) pollen, and AgNP/carbonized brassica (Brassica oleracea)
pollen have been successfully demonstrated [68, 69]. Furthermore, hybrids of
CaHPO4/brassica pollen, CaCO3/brassica pollen, SiO2/brassica pollen, and SiO2/rape
(Brassica napus) pollen have been transformed into hollow inorganic pollen replicas by
removing the organic pollen template through a calcination step [70, 71]. Little
consideration, however, has been given to the adhesive properties of these hybrid pollen
particles. Pollen’s well-defined surface structures allow for controlled adhesion to
surfaces and the deposition of inorganic material could potentially provide a means for
tuning the adhesion of pollen-derived particles to surfaces.
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1.3

Characterizing the Adhesion of Pollen-Derived Particles

The primary tool used to investigate potential interactions between pollen-derived
particles and select surfaces is Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM). AFM not only has the
capability to characterize nanoscale surface topographies and morphologies, but can be
used to investigate the interactions between a cantilever tip and sample [72-75].
Functionalizing commercially available silicon AFM tips, possessing nano-sized radii,
provides a means for understanding specific chemical interactions with select surfaces
[76, 77]. Alternatively, colloidal probes can be fabricated by attaching a large particle to
the end of a cantilever, typically greater than a few microns in diameter, to measure the
interactions between macroscopic particles and a surface of interest [78-81]. The
advantage of using a colloidal probe to measure adhesion forces is that interactions are
generally enhanced with a colloidal particle and surface as compared to a tip and a
surface, i.e., colloidal probe adhesion resulting from van der Waals forces have been
measured to be 10-8-10-9 N as compared to atom-atom van der Waals forces of 10-11 N
[75]. A representation of a typical colloidal probe and its accompanying force-distance
curve is shown in Figure 1.6.

Figure 1.6. Representation of (a) an AFM colloidal probe and (b) a typical force
distance curve.
Repulsive and attractive forces are measured from approach force curve in Figure
1.6b, while adhesive forces are determined from the force well in the accompanying
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retraction force curve. At large separation distances, the colloidal probe does not
experience any attractive or repulsive forces. As the probe approaches the substrate, the
particle experiences an initial attraction and jumps to contact with the substrate. This is
immediately followed by repulsion defined by a loading force. The probe is then retracted
and adheres to the surface based on interactions between the two. This attractive force is
overcome by further retraction of the probe until it returns to its initial state. The adhesion
force is determined by the depth of the force well at maximum attraction relative to the
baseline force at large separations. Common forces detected by colloidal AFM include,
but are not limited to, van der Waals, electrostatic, magnetic, capillary, hydrogen
bonding, and solvation. Adjustment of probe type, substrate, and medium can aid in
elucidating specific interactions present in any given system.
Native pollen, pollen composite, and pollen replica particles present an intriguing
system for understanding the mechanisms of particle adhesion. Pollen’s unique structure
will play an important role in the adhesion of pollen-derived particles. Consequently,
colloidal AFM will be a critical tool for investigating pollen interactions. The major
objectives of this thesis include:
1) Quantify the dependence of pollen adhesion on exine size and shape using
colloidal AFM.
2) Control the deposition of nanoparticles onto pollen using electrostatic
interactions to modify pollen’s adhesive properties and impart optical
functionality.
3) Utilize pollen as a template in the surface sol-gel fabrication of replicas
possessing magnetic behavior.
4) Tune the magnetic attraction of the pollen replicas and model the long-range
magnetic interactions of the replicas using a permanent magnet as a probe.
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1.4

Thesis Overview

This research aims to utilize unique pollen grain morphologies as templates to
create pollen-derived particles with controlled adhesion to surfaces. These particles will
allow us to take advantage of the adhesive nature of pollen grains, while imparting
additional functionality, such as surface enhanced Raman scattering (SERS) and
magnetic. Colloidal probe AFM is the primary tool used to investigate the role interfacial
forces play in governing particle adhesion. Chapter 2 focuses on understanding the
structural factors governing the adhesion of natural pollen grains with varying sizes and
architectures using colloidal probe AFM. Chapter 3 describes a method for preparing
gold and silver nanoparticle-coated pollen grains using an ex-situ electrostatic-driven
technique. The effect of metal coatings on particle adhesion will be explored using
colloidal probe AFM and their potential as surface-enhanced Raman scattering (SERS)
agents is evaluated. Chapter 4 details the preparation of magnetic pollen replica particles
of hematite and magnetite via an in-situ layer-by-layer (LBL) surface sol-gel (SSG)
process. The short-range adhesion and long-range magnetic attraction of pollen replicas is
investigated using the colloidal AFM technique. Chapter 5 focuses on the tunability of
the magnetic attraction of pollen replicas based on LBL coating thickness. Additionally,
the magnetic forces are simulated and modeled using a finite difference approximation.
Chapter 6 concludes with a summary of the important findings and provides future
recommendations based on this work.
1.5
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CHAPTER 2
2

QUANTIFYING THE STRUCTURAL FACTORS
CONTRIBUTING TO POLLEN GRAIN ADHESION

This chapter was published in part in Langmuir, 29, 3012, (2013) and is reproduced here
with permission.
2.1

Overview

Plant pollens are microscopic particles exhibiting a remarkable breadth of
complex solid surface features. In this chapter, we report AFM adhesion measurements of
five pollen species, each with a unique surface morphology, with a series of test surfaces.
Atomic force microscopy (AFM) was used to measure adhesion forces between echinate
(ragweed, sunflower, and dandelion) and reticulate (poplar and olive) pollen grains and
surfaces of varying wettability (polyvinyl alcohol (PVA), polyvinyl acetate (PVAc),
polystyrene (PS), silicon (Si), and gold-coated silicon (Au-Si)) in air. The results indicate
that pollen grains have adhesion strengths that are independent of surface chemistry and
scalable with the tip radius of the pollen’s ornamentation features according to the
Hamaker model. To our knowledge, there exist no quantitative studies of the effects of
the exine solid surface features on the adhesion of pollen grains.
2.2

Introduction

The adhesion of particles to surfaces has been of long-standing interest to
scientific investigation of many natural and environmental phenomena, including
pollination, bacterial, mold and fungal growth, and distribution of airborne pollutants. In
addition, particle-surface adhesion is important in engineering applications including
filtration, paints and pigments, coatings, sensors, drug delivery, xerography, and
semiconductor processing [1]. It is well-recognized that adhesion is influenced by the
shape, size, and surface morphology of the particles [1-5]. Increasingly there is interest in
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the utilization of particles with complex surface morphologies, such as spiky shapes, in
advanced materials. These applications include directed assembly of cells, conductive
metal-polymer composites, Pickering emulsions, zeolite-polymer composite membranes
for separations, and xerography [6-10]. In fact, the fabrication of such complex particles
is beginning to become an experimental reality, including techniques such as flow
lithography, templated hydrothermal synthesis, and coating processes [11-14]. However,
most of our knowledge of particle adhesion is based upon experiments and models of
simple geometries (sphere, cylinder) without organized fine-scale surface physical
features.
In contrast, nature provides remarkable examples of evolutionary-optimized
microscale biological particles with structures and/or chemistries tailored for effective
adhesion to a variety of surfaces under different dynamic and environmental conditions.
Prominent among these are pollens, which possess a range of ornamentations consisting
of combinations of various morphologies and feature sizes making them model
bioparticles for evaluating geometry effects on adhesion. For example, pollen
microstructures range from smooth, to reticulate (grooves), to extremely spiny echinate
varieties, structures that appear qualitatively to be related to dispersal mechanism and to
allergenicity [15]. These structures are provided by a unique chemically and
mechanically stable outer exine shell, composed predominantly of sporopollenin, a crosslinked complex polymer consisting of long-chain fatty acids and modest levels of
oxygenated aromatic and phenylpropanoid residues [16-19]. Sporopollenin is one of the
most chemically resistant naturally occurring materials and has been found intact in
fossils that are ca. 500 million years old [20, 21]. This stability suggests that pollen could
be used directly or as biotemplates to produce microparticles for encapsulation and
dispersal (sensors, drug delivery, and agrochemical delivery), promoting stability and
delivery of contents over long time and distance spans. However, the exact mechanisms
of pollen adhesion to natural and manmade surfaces have remained elusive. A
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quantitative description of the dependence of adhesion on microstructure is important to
our understanding of plant biology, epidemiology of asthma and allergies, and
biomimetic materials design, e.g., by mimicking pollen adhesive mechanisms to enable
the design of microscale particles with specific tailored adherence.
Pollen grains are additionally coated with an oily liquid that resides on or within
cavities in the exine wall [22]. This coating material (named pollenkitt by Knoll) is
especially prevalent in entomophilous plants, is a mixture composed of saturated and
unsaturated lipids and lesser amounts of carotenoids, flavonoids, proteins, and
carbohydrates, and is of great importance in pollination ecology [16, 23, 24]. Pollen from
land-based plants are largely dispersed by wind or animals (insects, bats, birds). Pollen
dispersal is thought to be facilitated by pollenkitt’s ability to keep pollen grains together
during transport and promoting adhesion to animals. Pollen germination and fertilization
of the ovum are possible because the pollenkitt supports pollen adhesion to the stigma
and rehydration [25, 26].
To date, the quantitative dependence of pollen adhesion on solid exine feature
size and shape has not been reported. In the present work, five distinct species of pollen
were chosen as models, each with a unique surface morphology, and their adhesion with
various substrates was determined using AFM. Naturally occurring pollenkitt was
removed to isolate the effects of pollen morphology on adhesion. We demonstrate that
the structural contribution to pollen adhesion is mediated by the geometry of the solid
exine and is independent of the chemistry of the counter surface.
2.3
2.3.1

Experimental

Materials and Procedure

2.3.1.1 Materials
All the native non-defatted pollen grains were purchased from Greer Laboratories
(Lenoir, NC) and stored at 0 °C. Polystyrene (PS, Mw = 230,000, Sigma-Aldrich, Co., St.
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Louis, MO USA), poly(vinyl acetate) (PVAc, Mw = 50,000, Alfa Aesar, Ward Hill, MA
USA), and poly(vinyl alcohol) (PVA, Mw = 89,000-98,000, Sigma-Aldrich, Co., St.
Louis, MO USA) were used as received without further purification.
2.3.1.2 Sample Preparation
The PS solution was prepared by dissolving 10% by mass in toluene while 5% by
mass PVAc and PVA solutions were prepared in hexafluoroisopropanol (HFIP, TCI
America). Polymeric test surfaces were prepared as thin polymer films on piranha-etched
(30/70 vol.% H2O2/concentrated H2SO4 at 80 ⁰C for 2 h) silicon substrates by using a
knife-edge coating technique described in detail elsewhere [27]. Films were dried at room
temperature for 24 h after coating and then annealed at 80 °C under vacuum for 2 h. Film
thickness, measured with interferometry, was approximately 1-2 μm, which far exceeds
the range of van der Waals interactions (VDW) (~20 nm) and negates energetic effects of
the underlying silicon substrate on the polymer-pollen interactions. The mean (Ra) and
root-mean-square (rms) surface roughness of each surface coating were obtained from
topography scans of three random 10 μm x 10 μm areas on each substrate surface using
atomic force microscopy (AFM, Veeco Dimension 3100).
Pollen grains from five different species, each with unique ornamentation (as
shown in Figure 2.1), were studied in this work, including olive (Olea europaea), poplar
(Populus nigra), ragweed (Ambrosia artemisiifolia), dandelion (Taraxacum officinale),
and sunflower (Helianthus annuus) pollen. For comparison of the effects of variations in
particle surface topography, pollens representing two morphologies were explored: (1) a
nanoscale reticulate (grooved) structure (olive and poplar pollen) and (2) an echinate
(spiked) microstructure (ragweed, dandelion, and sunflower pollen). Olive, poplar, and
ragweed are widespread anemophilous plants, in which pollen grains are spread primarily
by wind and are coated by a thin layer of pollenkitt. In contrast, the pollen grains of
dandelion and sunflower (entomophilious plants) are primarily spread by insects and are
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covered by a relatively thick layer of pollenkitt [25, 26]. In order to isolate the effects of
structural adhesion, we obtained non-defatted pollen grains and applied a solvent washing
procedure to remove the pollenkitt. Non-defatted pollen samples were washed in a
mixture of chloroform and methanol (3:1), a solvent for external pollenkitt, but a
nonsolvent for the sporopollenin exine for 24 h before being deposited on filter paper
(P5, Fisher Scientific, Pittsburgh, PA) supported on a stainless steel 47 mm screen
(Kontes Glass, Vineland, NJ) [28]. Pollens subjected to this solvent washing procedure
are referred to as “cleaned pollen”.
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Figure 2.1. Scanning electron micrographs of a) poplar, b) olive, c) ragweed, d)
dandelion, and e) sunflower pollen. Scale bars represent 6 µm.
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2.3.2

Experimental Methods

2.3.2.1 Force Measurements
Adhesion forces were measured using atomic force microscopy (AFM, Veeco
Dimension 3100). Tipless rectangular cantilevers with nominal spring constants of 0.10.6 N/m for cleaned pollen (AppliedNanoStructures, Inc., Santa Clara, CA) were used.
Single pollen grains were glued to the tipless cantilevers with a small amount of epoxy
resin, as seen in Figure 2.2, using a procedure described in detail elsewhere [29]. The
actual spring constants for the cantilevers with the attached pollen grains were
determined directly by the methods of Burnham and Hutter et al.[30, 31]. A series of 20
force-distance curves were measured for each combination of pollen tip-polymer surface,
taken on three separate substrate surfaces within three randomly chosen 10 μm x 10 μm
areas on each substrate under normal air condition (20 °C, 30% humidity). Three separate
pollen AFM tips were used for each species. The applied load during force measurements
was 2.5 nN.

Figure 2.2. AFM colloidal probe at various stages of the fabrication process.
Scanning electron micrographs of a) a tipless cantilever, b) a small amount of epoxy
applied to the end of the tipless cantilever, and c) a sunflower pollen particle
attached to the tipless cantilever with epoxy The scale bars represent 12 µm.
2.3.2.2 Contact Angle Measurements
Static water contact angles were measured at 20 °C on the different substrates
using a video contact angle system (AST products 2500XE, Billerica, MA). Nine 1 μL
drops of water were dispensed onto different regions of the sample surfaces. Both the
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right and left angles between the sample surface and the tangent line to each droplet were
measured for each droplet.
2.3.2.3 Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM)
The pollen AFM probes were characterized by scanning electron microscopy
(SEM) (ZeissUltra60 FE-SEM) after all force measurements were finished, at an
accelerating potential of 10.0 kV. Probe tips were sputtered with gold and then mounted
on metal stubs using carbon tape.
2.4
2.4.1

Results and Discussion

Pollen and Substrate Morphology
Five different substrates were used to examine the effect of surface chemistry on

the adhesion forces of each pollen grain. PS was chosen as a model apolar hydrocarbon
substrate. PVA and PVAc were chosen to represent organic materials with protic and
basic characteristics, respectively. The polymer films used herein exhibited a range of
water contact angles (θw) of 46⁰, 61⁰, and 101⁰ for PVA, PVAc, and PS, respectively.
Piranha-etched silicon (Si) is a model inorganic, hydrophilic, and protic surface with θw ≈
14⁰. Piranha-treated Si is known to bear an oxide layer (2−10 nm) consisting of both
oxygenated (SiOx) and hydroxylated (SiOH) silicon. To provide a model metallic
substrate as well as to explore the effect of masking silanol groups, a thin (~8 nm) gold
coating was applied to the Si wafer (θw ≈ 84⁰) (Au-Si) [32]. One potential concern is
variation in surface roughness, which might complicate interpretation of differences in
chemistry between the substrates. The measured root-mean-square surface roughnesses of
the polymer and silicon surfaces fall within a range of 0.3-2.7 nm (Table 2.1). Since the
variation in roughness is orders of magnitude smaller than the scale of pollen surface
microtopography (Figure 2.3) the effect of these small differences in roughness is likely
to be negligible relative to other effects observed herein.
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Table 2.1. Surface roughness and static water contact angles of the various
substrates. Uncertainties represent ± 95% confidence interval.
Surface

Si

PVA

PVAc

PS

Ra (nm)

0.2 ± 0.1

1.1 ± 0.1

1.3 ± 0.1

2.2 ± 0.2

rms (nm)

0.3 ± 0.1

1.3 ± 0.1

1.7 ± 0.1

2.7 ± 0.2

Contact Angle (⁰)

13.7 ± 1.3

46.2 ± 1.4

60.7 ± 2.9

101.1 ± 3.0

Figure 2.3 shows high-magnification SEM images of surface ornamentations of
each non-defatted (with native pollenkitt) and cleaned pollen (without pollenkitt). The
cantilevers with pollen grains attached are shown in Figure 2.4, taken after all force
measurements were completed. It is noteworthy that no damage to pollen grains was
observed under typical applied load forces (2.5 nN, approximately the weight of a single
pollen). As reported previously, the pollen grains are not subjected to measurable
deformation and do not exhibit compliance under the small loading forces used here [29].
Both olive and poplar pollens exhibit a reticulate exine structure that is characterized by
nanoscale raised “bumps” that serve as the outermost protuberances. An example is
labeled with an arrow in Figure 2.3A1. The three other pollens had echinate (spiked)
microstructures (ragweed, dandelion, sunflower) and were chosen from the same family
(Asteraceae) to minimize deviations in sporopollenin composition. Table 2.2 shows the
characteristics of each pollen sample, including morphology and size (length and radius
determined from SEM) of morphological features (spines or grooves). The radii of the
pollen morphological features did not change significantly after the solvent extraction
with chloroform/methanol (3:1).
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Figure 2.3. Scanning electron micrographs showing details of pollen grain surfaces
with and without pollenkitt: A) olive, B) poplar, C) ragweed, D) dandelion, and E)
sunflower. Label “1” indicates non-defatted (as received) and “2” indicates that
pollens were prewashed by chloroform/methanol (3:1) to remove pollenkitt. The
black scale bars indicate 1 μm.
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Figure 2.4. Scanning electron micrographs of AFM colloidal probes of cleaned a)
olive, b) poplar, c) ragweed, d) dandelion, and e) sunflower pollen grains glued to
the end of tipless AFM cantilevers. The white scale bars represent 10 μm.
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Table 2.2. Morphology characteristics of pollen samples. The measured height and
radius are of tips of reticulate bumps or echinate spines. Spine density is the number
of spines per unit area of a sphere with the same radius as the base pollen.
Pollen

Surface
Structure

Size
(D, µm)

Height
(µm)

Radius
(nm)

Spike Density
(µm-2)

Olive

Reticulate

20 ± 3

0.2 - 0.5

50 ± 5

--

Poplar

Reticulate

20 ± 3

0.1 - 0.2

50 ± 5

--

Ragweed

Echinate

15 ± 3

0.5 - 1.0

52 ± 5

0.84

Dandelion

Echinate

25 ± 4

0.8 - 1.3

90 ± 5

0.6

Sunflower

Echinate

30 ± 4

1.5 - 2.0

120 ± 10

0.32

2.4.2

Cleaned Pollen Adhesion
Figure 2.5 shows a typical force-distance curve for cleaned dandelion pollen on

the Si surface, which are typical for other substrates investigated herein. Cleaned pollens
did not show any evidence of large, long-ranged jump to contact forces, but rather
showed short-ranged (a few nanometers) attractions of only several nanonewtons. The
magnitude of the snap-on did not vary significantly for different surfaces. “Snap-on”
refers to the initial jump to contact, which is caused by attractive forces between the
pollen tip and substrate upon approach. During the retraction of cleaned pollens, a sudden
pull-off event occurs in which the two solids separate suddenly at the maximum adhesion
force. This is clearly indicative of a solid-solid short-ranged adhesion. In the case of
cleaned pollens, initial contact with flat surfaces is made at the outermost surface
protuberances, which are spines (in the case of echinate species) or bumps (in the case of
reticulate species). The cleaned pollen force-distance data indicate that only one external
feature (spine or bump) is making contact in each of the force-distance measurements
used herein. The conclusion is made from the AFM force-distance curves (Figure 2.5 is
one example). These curves just displayed a single contact event. For some AFM pollen
probes, the pollen is oriented such that more than one spine contacts at one time, and this
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is evident in the force-distance data. We have not utilized such “multiple contact” probes
in this study.

Figure 2.5. Force-distance curve between a cleaned dandelion pollen and a Si
substrate. The blue line is the tip approach data and the red line is the tip retraction
data.
In the results that follow, the pull-off adhesive force is taken as the difference
between the minimum force (maximum absolute value) and the long distance baseline.
Figure 2.6 shows the average pull-off adhesion forces of chloroform/methanol-washed
pollen grains with different polymer substrates. The distinguishing characteristic of the
cleaned pollens is the absence of adhesion force dependence on substrate chemistry.
Additionally, the magnitude of the adhesion force is related to the size of the pollen
protuberances rather than the size of the pollen particles (Table 2.2).
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Figure 2.6. Adhesion forces between the cleaned pollen AFM probes and various
substrates. Error bars are 95% confidence intervals.
2.4.3

Mechanism of Cleaned Pollen Adhesion
Pollen surface morphology and feature size is expected to affect the adhesion

force by altering the contact area between the surface features and other surfaces. If
adhesion is governed by VDW forces, then the dependence of adhesion on the size of
pollen ornamentations should be approximated well by the Hamaker model in Eq. (2.1)
[33]:
(2.1)
where A is the material-dependent nonretarded Hamaker constant, R is radius of contact
(estimated as the pollen ornamentation radius from Table 2.2), and d is the cutoff
separation distance, taken to be 0.165 nm. According to Eq. (2.1), the adhesion force is
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expected to scale proportionately with the exine spine or groove radii. While contact
radius at the exact moment of measurement is not directly available from AFM forcedistance measurements, the contact radius is estimated as the radius of outermost
protuberances determined from SEM and listed in Table 2.2. Figure 2.7 shows a plot of
adhesion force (Force) versus protuberance radius (Radius) for all five species on silica,
indicating an excellent linear fit with an A value of 8.5 x 10-20 J.

Figure 2.7. Cleaned pollen adhesion force on silicon versus feature size radius. Line
is linear regression from which a Hamaker constant (A) is estimated.
The Hamaker constant of sporopollenin can be estimated by using a combining
relation based on the contributions of each medium in Eq. (2.2):
(2.2)
where A11 is the Hamaker constant for sporopollenin, A22 is the Hamaker constant for the
substrate, A33 is the Hamaker constant for air, and A132 is the effective nonretarded
Hamaker constant for sporopollenin and the substrate interacting across air [33]. Using
this relation, the nonretarded Hamaker constant of sporopollenin is 1.1 x 10-19 J. These
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values are larger than those of organic small molecules, A ≈ (4-6) x 10-20 J, e.g., toluene =
5.4 x 10-20 J and propylene oxide = 4.0 x 10-20 J, and are comparable to those of other
natural and synthetic hydrocarbon polymers. For example, the A values for several such
polymers have been reported as 8.6 x 10-20 J (natural rubber), 8.9 x 10-20 J (PVAc), and
9.8 x 10-20 J (PS) [34]. It is well-known that Hamaker constants of n-alkanes increase as
the number of carbons increases and reach a plateau value near (7-8) x 10-20 J as the
number of carbons exceeds 20 [34]. This value of sporopollenin Hamaker (1.1 x 10-19 J)
is consistent with the reported structure and chemistry of sporopollenin as a crosslinked
mixture of long-chain fatty acids (number of carbons >13) and oxygenated aromatic
moieties [17, 18].
The presence of nanoscale protuberances on pollens is likely a mechanism for
reducing adhesion. Compared to spherical particles of similar sizes (tens of microns),
surface protuberances (tens of nanometers) effectively reduce the magnitude of adhesion
by several orders of magnitude. In nature, the role of surface morphology in promoting
pollen dispersal and transport during pollination must be considered with the
contributions from the natural liquid pollenkitt coating. In the absence of pollenkitt,
however, pollens possessing structure-dependent adhesion serve as potential model
biotemplates for applications requiring the manipulation of microparticles possessing
nanoscale interactions with select surfaces.
2.5

Conclusions

We report AFM adhesion measurements of five pollen species with a series of test
surfaces representing unique combinations of solid surface morphologies. The results
indicate that the surface morphology (size and shape of echinate or reticulate features)
provides pollens with a mechanism for tuning the adhesion force within a magnitude of
~30-60 nN. Cleaned pollen grains (with pollenkitt removed) had adhesion strengths that
were independent of surface chemistry and scalable with the tip radius of the pollen’s
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ornamentation features, according to the Hamaker model. We propose that the structural
mechanisms observed for natural pollen adhesion may serve as a useful model for the
design of novel synthetic microparticle adhesion strategies.
2.6
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CHAPTER 3
3

PREPARATION OF METAL NANOPARTICLE-COATED

POLLEN PARTICLES FOR ENHANCED SHORT-RANGE VAN
DER WAALS ADHESION AND RAMAN SCATTERING
3.1

Overview

In this chapter, we utilize pollen as a bio-organic core material for the first
reported ex-situ preparation of nanoparticle (NP)-pollen composite particles. Electrostatic
interactions facilitated the heteroaggregation of gold nanoparticles (AuNPs) and silver
nanocubes (AgNCs) onto the surface of aminosilane-functionalized pollen particles.
Metal NP surface coverage was controlled by varying the NP concentration and pH
environment. Atomic force microscopy (AFM) was utilized to investigate the adhesion
behavior of NP-coated pollen particles compared to uncoated pollen particles. While the
magnitude of short-range van der Waals (VDW) adhesion typically scales with pollen
spine tip radius, NP-covered spine tips provided multiple contacts with substrates and
exhibited enhanced VDW adhesion. Raman measurements revealed that NP-covered
pollen particles displayed potential for use as surface enhanced Raman scattering (SERS)
substrates by enhancing the Raman signal of PVP chains bound to the metal NPs. This
chapter provides a framework for utilizing pollen-NP composites for enhanced adhesion
and as SERS substrates by selecting appropriate pollen particles, NP chemistries, and NP
sizes.
3.2

Introduction

Interest in microparticle adhesion has been driven by advances in applications
involving ultrafiltration, inhalation therapy, fouling processes, dry powder dispersions,
and cell therapy [1-6]. The presence of microparticle surface asperities can provide
control over particle-particle and particle-substrate interactions. Chapter 2 demonstrated
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the feasibility of using pollen grains as model particles for microstructure-controlled
adhesion. To this point, pollen’s chemically-resistant, uniquely-structured exine shell has
been employed for applications in microencapsulation, emulsion stabilization, and fillers
in composite films [7-9]. As biotemplates, the in-situ deposition of metal and metal
oxides into the sporopollenin shell has proved useful in Raman scattering, waste
treatment, Li-ion batteries, and gas sensing technology [10-13]. However, the ex-situ
deposition of metal onto the sporopollenin shell has yet to be demonstrated. The
successful attachment of metal NPs to pollen’s shell and spines could potentially be used
to modify pollen adhesion due to the introduction of nano-scale surface roughness [1416].
Applications involving the incorporation of metal nanoparticles (NPs) into core
polymeric particles are of particular interest in catalysis, surface enhanced Raman
scattering (SERS), drug delivery, bioassays, and medical imaging [17-21]. Gold (Au) and
silver (Ag) NPs are especially attractive because of their biocompatibility, optical
properties, electronic properties, and magnetic properties [22-25]. SERS is a useful
technique for significantly enhancing the Raman signals of molecules which have been
attached to nanometer sized metallic structures [26]. SERS enhancement factors have
been reported as high as 10-15 orders of magnitude for single-molecule SERS
experiments on Ag and Au colloids [27]. The Raman enhancement mechanism is due to
the excitation of localized surface plasmons (LSPs), charge density oscillations confined
to metallic NPs and metallic nanostructures, by an electric field (light) at an incident
wavelength where resonance occurs [28]. Additionally, metal electron-mediated Raman
resonance occurs via a charge transfer intermediate state at Raman active sites [26, 29].
Immobile substrates, i.e., metal NPs deposited on polymer films, microparticles, and
roughened surfaces, are typically used as SERS substrates [30-32]. Utilizing a naturallyderived core material, metal NP-coated pollen particles can potentially serve as
sustainable SERS substrates for biological and chemical sensors [33, 34].
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In this chapter, the ex-situ attachment of preformed metal NPs to pollen’s exine
shell via electrostatic interactions has a two-fold purpose: 1) to modify the adhesive
properties of pollen particles via nanoparticle-mediated contact and 2) to demonstrate the
potential of NP-pollen composites as SERS substrates. The framework for preparing NPpollen composites provides a means for tailoring pollen morphology, NP chemistry, and
NP size for modified adhesion and Raman enhancement.
3.3
3.3.1

Experimental

Materials and Procedure

3.3.1.1 Materials
Native defatted ragweed (Ambrosia artemisiifolia) pollen grains were purchased
from Greer Laboratories (Lenoir, NC USA) and stored at 4 °C. Defatted indicates that the
manufacturer used an ethyl ether (ACS grade) washing step to partially remove the
pollen’s pollenkitt. Deionized water (DIW, 18.2 MΩ cm, pH 6.4) was prepared in a
Barnstead Easypure RoDi purification system. Collaborators contributed 30 nm gold
nanoparticles (AuNPs, 29 ± 2 nm by scanning electron microscopy (SEM), 6.9x109
particles mL-1) and 60 nm silver nanocubes (AgNCs, 57 ± 2 nm by SEM, 9.7x1015
particles mL-1) prepared by a previously described method [18].
3.3.1.2 Pollen Treatments
3.3.1.2.1 Base/Acid Pollen Treatment
A 1 g batch of defatted ragweed pollen was treated with 100 mL of 6 w/v%
potassium hydroxide (EMD Millipore, Billerica, MA USA) in DIW at 23 ⁰C for 6 h. At
the end of the treatment, the basic solution was neutralized with hydrochloric acid (38%,
BDH Chemicals Ltd., Radnor, PA USA) and centrifuge-washed with boiling DIW (three
times) and boiling ethanol (100%, VWR International, Inc., West Chester, PA USA)
(three times). The base-treated pollen was then dried in a convection oven at 30 ⁰C for
two days. Dried base-treated ragweed pollen was then added to 100 mL of ortho-
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phosphoric acid (85%, EMD Millipore, Billerica, MA USA) at 50 ⁰C for 7 days. At the
end of the treatment, the acidic solution was neutralized with NaCl and centrifugewashed with boiling DIW (three times) and boiling ethanol (three times). The base/acidtreated ragweed pollen (BA-RW, 8.8x104 pollen µL-1 by optical microscope (Olympus
BX51 microscope, Olympus America, Inc., Center Valley, PA USA)) was stored in an
ethanol solution at 4 ⁰C.
3.3.1.2.2 APTES Pollen Treatment
A 0.08 g batch of BA-RW pollen was dried in a vacuum oven at 100 ⁰C for 24 h.
The dried pollen was then dispersed in 70 mL of anhydrous toluene (99.8%, SigmaAldrich, Co., St. Louis, MO USA) and sealed in a three-neck flask equipped with two
rubber stoppers and a condenser sealed with rubber stopper. An argon atmosphere was
created by inserting an argon feed (70 mL min-1) into one of the rubber stoppers and
inserting a syringe needle into the rubber stopper atop the condenser as a gas purge. After
30 min of purging, 2 mL of 3-aminopropyltriethoxysilane (APTES, 99%, Sigma-Aldrich,
Co., St. Louis, MO USA) was injected into the pollen/toluene suspension through the
third, unused rubber stopper and the temperature was increased to 85 ⁰C. The mixture
was stirred for 24 h at 85 ⁰C and an argon flow rate of 70 mL min-1. At the end of the
treatment, the solution was centrifuge-washed with toluene (three times), n-heptane
(Honeywell J&B Chemicals, Muskegon, MI USA) (three times), and ethanol (three
times). The APTES-treated ragweed pollen (APTES-RW, 5.2x104 pollen µL-1 by optical
microscope) was stored in an ethanol solution at 4 ⁰C.
3.3.1.3 Pollen-Nanoparticle Composite Preparation
A 5 µL portion of APTES-ragweed pollen in ethanol was transferred into a 1.7
mL centrifuge tube and dried in a 30 ⁰C convection oven for 2 days. The dried APTESRW pollen was resuspended in 500 µL of DIW and 500 μL of the desired metal colloidal
dispersion was added and vortex-mixed for 30 s followed by agitation using a rotational
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shaker for 24 h. The mixture was then washed with DIW via three centrifugation cycles.
The total mixture volume was kept constant for all samples. Metal nanoparticle (NP)
surface coverage was controlled by adjusting the ratio of the number of metal NPs to
APTES-RW particles used. Samples prepared with an increased pH required that the pH
of the individual components (APTES-RW or metal NP in DIW) were adjusted prior to
mixing by adding sodium hydroxide (NaOH, BDH Chemicals Ltd., Radnor, PA USA)
and measured using a pH meter (Fisher Science Education, Thermo Fisher Scientific,
Inc., Waltham, MA USA). Metal NP surface coverage was estimated from SEM images
using ImageJ software.
3.3.1.4 Substrate Preparation
Five types of substrates were utilized for adhesion studies: silicon (Si), polyvinyl
alcohol (PVA), polyvinyl acetate (PVAc), polystyrene (PS), and gold-coated silicon (AuSi). The Si substrates (Silicon, Inc., Boise, ID USA) were piranha-etched using a solution
of 75 vol.% sulfuric acid (97 wt.%, BDH Chemicals Ltd.) and 25 vol.% hydrogen
peroxide (30 wt.%, BDH Chemicals Ltd.) at 80°C for 1 h. The polymer substrates (PVA,
PVAc, and PS) consisted of blade-cast polymer films on the cleaned Si substrates.
Solutions comprised of 15 wt.% PS (MW = 100,000, Avocado Research Chemicals,
Lancashire UK) in toluene (Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, MO USA), 20 wt.% PVAc (MW =
50,000, Alfa Aesar, Ward Hill, MA USA) in tetrahydrofuran (THF, BDH Chemicals
Ltd.), or 3 wt.% PVA (MW = 89,000-98,000, Sigma-Aldrich) in hexafluoroisopropanol
(HFIP, TCI America, Portland, OR USA) were used during blade casting. Blade casting
(3540 Bird Film Applicator, Elcometer, Rochester Hills, MI USA) was conducted using a
gap height of 1.2 mm, followed by slow drying under a saturated solvent environment for
2 days at 23 ⁰C. The films were then air-dried for 2 days at 23 ⁰C, followed by annealing
in a vacuum oven for 1 day at 100 ⁰C. The resulting polymer films possessed thicknesses
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ranging from 20 to 100 μm and completely covered the underlying Si substrate. Au-Si
substrates were prepared by sputtering a ~8 nm gold coating onto cleaned Si substrates.
The surface roughness of each type of substrate was evaluated with a scanning
probe microscope (Dimension 3100 SPM equipped with a Nanoscope V Controller,
Veeco Instruments, Inc., Plainview, NY USA) operated in tapping mode at 200-400 kHz
using a pyramidal tip silicon cantilever (Applied NanoStructures, Inc., Santa Clara, CA
USA). For each particular substrate, 3 randomly-located scans (10 μm x 10 μm) were
conducted, with each scan area split into 4 sectors. The average roughness value for a
given substrate was obtained from analysis of these 12 sectors.
3.3.2

Experimental Methods

3.3.2.1 Pollen Characterization
The pollen chemistries were characterized by Fourier transform infrared (FTIR)
spectroscopy using a Vertex 80v FTIR spectrometer (Bruker Optics, Inc., Billerica, MA
USA). Measurements were averaged over 64 scans and were collected in the mid-IR
range, 4000-400 cm-1 with a resolution of 4 cm-1, using a KBr beamsplitter. FTIR
samples were prepared by mixing a small amount of dry pollen powder with 100 mg of
potassium bromide (FTIR grade, Alfa Aesar) in a mortar and pressing the mixture into a
pellet. The FTIR software was used to baseline correct each spectrum. Pollen surface
morphologies were characterized by scanning electron microscopy (SEM) (ZeissUltra60
FE-SEM, Carl Zeiss SMT, Ltd., Thornwood, NY USA) after all force measurements
were completed, at an accelerating potential of 5.0 kV. SEM samples were sputtered with
gold and then mounted on metal stubs using carbon tape.
3.3.2.2 Zeta Potential Measurements
Metal NP zeta potentials were measured on a Malvern Zetasizer Nano S90. For
every pH condition, four measurements (each measurement was averaged over 20 runs)
were taken and averaged. Pollen zeta potentials were measured using a SurPASS
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electrokinetic analyzer (Anton Paar USA, Inc., Ashland, VA USA) equipped with a
rectangular adjustable gap cell (20 mm x 10 mm). Due to the sedimentation of the larger
pollen particles, measuring their zeta potential requires the measurement of streaming
potential via the electrokinetic analyzer. By forcing an electrolyte solution through a slit
between two pollen-coated surfaces, the charges in the mobile part of the electric double
layer are carried toward one end of the slit and create a streaming potential [35].
Accumulating ions with one sign at one end of the slit generates a potential difference
between the two ends of the slits. This potential difference opposes the mechanical
transfer of charge and causes back conduction by ion diffusion and electro-osmotic flow
[36]. The streaming potential is measured when the back flow of ions, known as the leak
current, reaches a steady state and equals the streaming current [37]. Streaming current is
then related to zeta potential via the Helmholtz-Smoluchowski equation, calculated by in
Eq. (3.1):
(3.1)
where

is the slope of streaming potential versus pressure, η is the electrolyte viscosity,

εr is the relative liquid permittivity, εo is the vacuum permittivity, L is the length of the
streaming channel, A is the cross-section of the streaming channel, and R is the DC
resistance inside the measuring cell [38]. A standard cell is available for measuring the
streaming potential of particles greater than 25 µm, however the ragweed pollen particles
in this study are ~15 µm. Therefore, pollen substrates were prepared by attaching dried
pollen particles to glass slides (20 mm x 10 mm, 0.16-0.19 mm thickness) using Tempfix
(Electron Microscopy Sciences, Hatfield, PA USA), a thermoplastic adhesive. Two
pollen substrates were then attached to the adjustable gap cell using double-sided
adhesive tape. The pH and conductivity were calibrated before the start of each run of
experiments and a DIW rinse was performed before switching to a new pH environment.
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During a measurement, the pressure was linearly ramped from 0-300 mbar in both
directions between the channel (~100 µm width). Two cycles of pressure ramping in both
directions were used to obtain four zeta potentials, which were then averaged. All zeta
potentials were measured in the presence of 1 mM sodium chloride (NaCl, VWR
International, Inc.) and at a temperature of 23 ⁰C.
3.3.2.3 Substrate Preparation and Characterization
The substrate preparation and characterization methods from Chapter 2 were
utilized.
3.3.2.4 Adhesion Measurements
Adhesion measurements were conducted using AFM probes consisting of a single
particle attached to an atomic force microscope (AFM) cantilever. A small amount of
epoxy resin (Epoxy Marine, Loctite, Westlake, OH USA) was used to attach a given
particle to a tipless silicon AFM cantilever (FORT-TL, Applied NanoStructures, Inc.).
For each type of pollen particle (ragweed, BA-RW, AP-RW, Au/AP-RW, Ag/AP-RW),
three single-particle-bearing cantilever probes were prepared (for a total of 15 particlecantilever probes). The spring constants, as determined with the scanning probe
microscope, of the cleaned ragweed pollen-bearing, BA-RW pollen-bearing, AP-RW
pollen-bearing, Au/AP-RW pollen-bearing, and Ag/AP-RW pollen-bearing cantilever
probes fell in the ranges of 0.1-0.6 N m-1, 0.1-0.2 N m-1, 1.2-1.5 N m-1, 1.2-1.7 N m-1, and
1.2-1.6 N m-1, respectively. The adhesion force between an individual ragweed pollen
particle and a particular substrate was evaluated with the scanning probe microscope
operated in contact mode. For each particular particle-cantilever probe and particular
substrate, 20 separate force-distance scans were randomly obtained, and the depth of
adhesion wells upon retraction were averaged. The load force applied during the contact
adhesion measurements was 2.5 nN. The ambient relative humidity in the laboratory
during the adhesion measurements ranged from 30-35%.
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3.3.2.5 Raman Measurements
A Raman microscope (Thermo Nicolet Almega Dispersive Raman, Thermo
Fisher Scientific, Inc.) with a 785 nm laser excitation was used for surface Raman
measurement under 50x magnification. Measurements were taken from a 5 µm x 5 µm
spot area on the surface of a single pollen particle at an accumulation time of 1 s with 30
scans.
3.4
3.4.1

Results and Discussion

Pollen Preparation
Pollen particles, as found in nature, are known to contain a relatively large mass

of degradable material (up to 80 % w/w) [39]. Removing pollen’s degradable material
(Figure 3.1a) associated with the intracellular triacylglycerols and phospholipids,
pollenkitt’s medium- and long-chain fatty acids, and the polysaccharides of the intine
allows for the isolation of the insoluble sporopollenin shell [40]. Using a conventional
isolation method, defatted ragweed (DRW) pollen was treated with potassium hydroxide
and phosphoric acid [8, 41, 42]. DRW pollen was used as a starting material, rather than
non-defatted pollen, because an ethyl ether washing was performed by the manufacturer
to partially remove the pollenkitt coating. At the completion of the treatment, the
base/acid-treated ragweed (BA-RW) pollen is essentially a hollow, chemically-stable
sporopollenin shell (Figure 3.1b). Comparing the FTIR spectra of DRW and BA-RW
pollen in Figure 3.2 confirms the removal of all soluble components. Using the C-H
stretch at 2975-2950 cm-1 and 2885-2865 cm-1 as a reference, the removal of hydroxylrich fatty acids, polysaccharides, and lipidic components results in a significantly reduced
and narrowed O-H stretch at 3600-3000 cm-1 [43]. Again using the C-H stretch as a
comparison, the carbonyl (C=O) stretch is reduced in the BA-RW after removal of fatty
acids and triacylglycerols. The C=O stretch also shifts from 1665 cm-1 in DRW to 1704
cm-1 with a shoulder at 1651 cm-1 in BA-RW, likely indicating the presence of free
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unconjugated carbonyl groups. Cellulose and hemicellulose from pollen’s intine possess
characteristic peaks corresponding to polysaccharides at 1200-900 cm-1, C-H vibrations
at 1316 cm-1, ether (C-O-C) vibrations at 1157 cm-1, and C-O stretches at 1059 cm-1 [4446]. From the FTIR spectra, it is evident that this cellulosic fingerprint has been reduced
after the base/acid treatment. Successful isolation of ragweed’s insoluble sporopollenin
generates a stable shell with many potential uses.
From the FTIR spectrum of BA-RW (Figure 3.2), it is apparent that the
sporopollenin shell is rich in hydroxyl groups. As a result, an abundance of reaction sites
exist for functionalizing BA-RW with 3-aminopropyltriethoxysilane (APTES) (AP-RW
in Figure 3.1c), using a standard protocol [47-49]. Comparing the FTIR spectra of BARW with AP-RW in Figure 3.2 confirms the successful functionalization with APTES.
The appearance of a shoulder at 3294 cm-1 is due to the NH2 stretching vibration, a peak
at 1650 cm-1 due to the N-H bending vibration, a peak at 1121 cm-1 and 1051 cm-1 due to
Si-O-Si stretching, and a peak at 696 cm-1 due to Si-O-Si asymmetric stretching confirms
the successful adsorption of APTES onto the sporopollenin shell [50, 51].
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Figure 3.1. Scanning electron micrographs of: a) a DRW pollen broken with liquid
nitrogen (inset: intact DRW pollen grain), b) a BA-RW pollen broken with liquid
nitrogen (inset: intact BA-RW pollen grain), and c) an AP-RW pollen grain. Scale
bars indicate 5 µm.
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Figure 3.2. FTIR spectra of DRW, BA-RW, and AP-RW pollen.
Table 3.1. Size of ragweed pollen’s characteristic features after exine shell isolation
and APTES functionalization.
Particle Diameter (µm)

Tip Radius (nm)

Cleaned RW

15 ± 3

52 ± 5

BA-RW

14 ± 1

45 ± 4

AP-RW

15 ± 1

47 ± 6

The durability of the ragweed exine shell is assessed by observing the pollen size
and spike tip radius after each treatment (Table 3.1). The pollen diameter and spike tip
radius of cleaned ragweed pollen, from Chapter 2, is used as a reference. The pollen
diameters and spike tip radii after the base/acid treatment and the APTES
functionalization are nearly unchanged from the cleaned ragweed pollen dimensions.
This conservation of ragweed pollen surface features maintains pollen’s utility as a model
bioparticle.
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3.4.2

Pollen-Nanoparticle Composite Preparation
Utilizing sporopollenin as a core material for NP-pollen composites can be

accomplished via electrostatic heteroaggregation. Figure 3.3a displays the zeta potentials
of 30 nm gold nanoparticles (AuNPs) and 60 nm silver nanocubes (AgNCs), capped by
PVP, over a range of pH conditions (6.4, 8.9, 10.6, and 11.4) in the presence of 1 mM
NaCl. The zeta potentials of both nanoparticles were consistently less than -25 mV,
indicating the stability of AuNP and AgNC dispersions. The metal NPs prepared for this
study were synthesized in the presence of polyvinylpyrrolidone (PVP). PVP is a widely
used capping agent for its ability to promote metal reduction onto specific crystal faces
(shape-controlling reducing agent) and prevent metal particle aggregation (steric
hinderance and electrostatic repulsion) [52-54]. PVP facilitates the transfer of C=O nelectrons from a nucleophilic PVP molecule to an electrophilic nanoparticle causing a
sharing of localized surface charge density [55, 56]. The accumulation of n-electrons at
the surface of the NP results in a negative zeta potential that aids in stabilizing the
colloidal dispersion and preventing flocculation [57].

Figure 3.3. Zeta potentials of: a) BA-RW and AP-RW pollen and b) AuNPs and
AgNCs at various pH conditions in the presence of 1 mM NaCl.
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The zeta potentials of BA-RW pollen, in Figure 3.3b, are less than -50 mV at pH
conditions greater than 6 and support the presence of carboxyl groups. This is in
agreement with the knowledge that the isolated sporopollenin is known to contain
carboxylic acid groups capable of imparting a negative surface charge to pollen via its
deprotonation in pH environments above its pKa (~2-5) [8, 58, 59]. Functionalizing
sporopollenin with APTES provides a means for imparting a positive surface charge to
pollen via the protonation of amine groups (terminal primary amine pKa ~9.5-10.8) [6063]. The zeta potentials of AP-RW pollen, in Figure 3.3b, vary from +30 mV at pH 6.4 to
-66 mV at pH 11.4. Additionally, the isoelectric point occurs at pH 8-9. The HelmholtzSmoluchowski theory operates under the main assumptions that a uniform surface charge
exists along the nonporous flat surface under investigation [36, 64, 65]. Because ragweed
pollen particles possess nanoscale surface pores, roughness created from 500-1000 nm
tall spikes, and roughness created by the packing of ~15 µm pollen particles onto a planar
surface, the measured zeta potential of pollen particles is likely an effective zeta potential
rather than a true zeta potential. Although the magnitude of measured pollen zeta
potentials may deviate from true pollen zeta potentials, the sign and trend of zeta
potential still has value in studying the role of electrostatics in heteroaggregation.
When negatively charged AuNPs and AgNCs are mixed with the negatively
charged BA-RW at pH 6.4 at varying ratios of metal NPs to pollen particles, no
heteroaggregation occurs (Figure 3.4). When negatively charged AuNPs and AgNPs are
mixed with positively charged AP-RW at pH 6.4 at varying ratios of metal NPs to APRW pollen particles, the metal NP coverage on the surface of AP-RW increases at
increasing ratios of metal NPs to pollen particles (Figure 3.5). The metal NP surface
coverage (Figure 3.6a and 3.6b) increases linearly with the ratio of metal NPs to AP-RW
pollen particles, but eventually approaches a plateau at higher NP concentrations. The
maximum AuNP surface coverage was ~55% and the maximum AgNC coverage was
~48%. The theoretical maximum surface coverage of spheres is as low as 78% surface
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coverage for a 2-D square packing array and as high as 91% surface coverage from a 2-D
hexagonal array [66]. The theoretical maximum surface coverage of cubes is as low as
50% for 2-D packing of cubes contacting only on their edges and as high as 100% for 2D packing of cubes contacting at their faces. Close packing configurations may likely be
hindered by a competition between normal attractive forces (oppositely charged metal
NPs and AP-RW) and lateral repulsive forces (negatively charged NPs) [67, 68] .
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Figure 3.4. Scanning electron micrographs of BA-RW pollen mixed with metal NPs:
a) n= the ratio of the number of AuNPs to pollen = 3.3x105 , b) n= 6.6x105, c) n =
1.3x106, d) n = 2.0x106, e) m = the ratio of the number of AgNCs to pollen = 1.5x109,
f) m = 3.1x109, g) m = 6.2x109, and h) m = 9.3x109. Scale bars represent 1 µm.
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Figure 3.5. Scanning electron micrographs of AP-RW pollen mixed with metal NPs:
a) n= the ratio of the number of AuNPs to pollen = 3.3x105 , b) n= 6.6x105, c) n =
1.3x106, d) n = 2.0x106, e) m = the ratio of the number of AgNCs to pollen = 1.5x109,
f) m = 3.1x109, g) m = 6.2x109, and h) m = 9.3x109. Scale bars represent 1 µm.
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Figure 3.6. Change in % NP surface coverage on AP-RW pollen when: a) varying n
(the ratio of AuNPs to AP-RW), b) varying m (the ratio of AgNCs to AP-RW), c)
varying the pH of the individual components before mixing at n = 1.3x106, and d)
varying the pH of the individual components before mixing at m = 6.2x109.
The zeta potential dependence on pH environment, positive at low pH values and
negative at high pH values, for AP-RW pollen supports the presence of both carboxyl
groups and amine groups on sporopollenin. The effect of pH environment on
heteroaggregation was investigated by changing the pH conditions of the DIW-dispersed
pollen particles and the DIW-dispersed metal NPs before mixing at a constant ratio (n =
3.3x105 and m = 1.5x109). Consistent with the zeta potential results, Figure 3.7 shows
that no heteroaggregation occurs with negatively charged BA-RW pollen and the
negatively charged metal NPs at any pH condition. Conversely, Figure 3.8 shows that the
heteroaggregation of metal NPs onto AP-RW decreases with increasing pH and
eventually ceases above pH 10.6. The metal NP surface coverage (Figure 3.6c and 3.6d)
decreases linearly with increasing pH and disappears at pH 11.4. Although metal NPs
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heteroaggreate onto AP-RW above the measured isoelectric point of AP-RW pollen,
where there is a net negative zeta potential, amphoteric surfaces can still possess local
regions of high positive charge [69]. The decrease in surface coverage with increasing pH
can then be attributed to the decrease in local positive charges up until pH 11.4 where
primary amines become deprotonated (estimated pKa range of 9.5-10.8).
The stability of AuNP-coated AP-RW (AuNP/AP-RW) and AgNC-coated APRW (AgNC/AP-RW) composite particles, prepared with a maximum surface coverage at
pH 6.4, was investigated by increasing the solution pH post-heteroaggregation. Figure 3.9
demonstrates that increasing the solution pH to 11.4 decreases the surface coverage of
AuNP/AP-RW composites from 55% to 44% and decreases the surface coverage of
AgNC/AP-RW composites from 48% to 40%. These results suggest a strong anchoring
of metal NPs to the AP-RW surface. The diameter of AP-RW pollen increases by as
much as 12% in DIW compared to dried AP-RW pollen. As a result, the irreversible
heterocoagulation is likely mediated by the entanglement of PVP chains, bound to the
metal NPs, with the swollen sporopollenin matrix [18, 70].
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Figure 3.7. Scanning electron micrographs of BA-RW mixed with: A) AuNPs (n =
the ratio of the number of AuNPs to pollen = 1.3x106 ) and B) AgNCs (m = the ratio
of the number of AgNCs to pollen = 6.2x109). Label “1” indicates a mixture pH of
6.4, label “2” indicates a mixture pH of 8.9, label “3” indicates a mixture pH of 10.6,
and label “4” indicates a mixture pH of 11.4. Scale bars represent 1 µm.
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Figure 3.8. Scanning electron micrographs of AP-RW mixed with: A) AuNPs (n =
the ratio of the number of AuNPs to pollen = 1.3x106 ) and B) AgNCs (m = the ratio
of the number of AgNCs to pollen = 6.2x109). Label “1” indicates a mixture pH of
6.4, label “2” indicates a mixture pH of 8.9, label “3” indicates a mixture pH of 10.6,
and label “4” indicates a mixture pH of 11.4. Scale bars represent 1 µm.
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Figure 3.9. Scanning electron micrographs of AP-RW mixed with: A) AuNPs (n =
the ratio of the number of AuNPs to pollen = 2.0x106) and B) AgNCs (m = the ratio
of the number of AgNCs to pollen = 9.3x109). Label “1” indicates a mixture pH of
6.4 and label “2” indicates the composites suspension pH 6.4 was increased to pH
11.4. Scale bars represent 1 µm.
3.4.3

Nanoparticle-Pollen Composite Adhesion
The adhesion strength of the pollen particles prepared in this study (BA-RW, AP-

RW, AuNP/AP-RW (n = 2.0x106), and AgNC/AP-RW (m = 9.3x109) pollen grains) are
examined using AFM. The adhesion results are compared to cleaned ragweed pollen
adhesion from Chapter 2. Polyvinyl alcohol (PVA), polyvinyl acetate (PVAc),
polystyrene (PS), piranha-etched silicon (Si), and gold-coated silicon (Au-Si) substrates
were used to examine the effect of surface chemistry on the adhesion forces. The
measured average surface roughnesses of the polymer and silicon surfaces, from Chapter
2, fall within a range of 0.2-2.2 nm. SEM images of cantilevers with pollen grains
attached are shown in Figure 3.10, taken after all force measurements were completed.
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Figure 3.11a-c show typical force-distance curve for AP-RW pollen, AuNP/APRW, and AgNC/AP-RW pollen, respectively, on the Au-Si surface, which are typical for
other substrates investigated herein. In should be noted that force-distance curves for
cleaned ragweed and BA-RW pollen showed the same behavior as AP-RW forcedistance curves. All pollens investigated did not show evidence of long-ranged jump to
contact forces, but rather short-ranged (a few nanometers) attractions of tens of
nanonewtons. During the approach and retraction of all pollens, a sudden pull-off event
occurs in which the two solids separate suddenly at the maximum adhesion force. This is
clearly indicative of a solid-solid short-ranged adhesion. However, in the case of
AuNP/AP-RW pollens, initial contact with flat surfaces produced multiple contacts
(Figure 3.11b). Figure 3.10D2 clearly shows that AuNPs have coated the tips of all APRW pollen spikes, whereas Figure 3.10E2 shows that AgNCs do not coat any AP-RW
spike tips resulting in one contact event in Figure 3.11c. The appearance of multiple
contact points in the force-distance curves of AuNP/AP-RW pollen suggests that multiple
AuNPs are contacting the substrates.
The average adhesion forces of cleaned ragweed, BA-RW, AP-RW, AuNP/APRW, and AgNC/AP-RW pollen particles with PVA, PVAc, PS, Si, and Au-Si substrates
are shown in Figure 3.12. As seen in Chapter 2, no substantial adhesion dependence on
substrate chemistry was observed. The average adhesion forces of cleaned, BA-RW, APRW, AuNP/AP-RW, and AgNC/AP-RW pollen are tabulated in Table 3.2. Interestingly,
AuNP/AP-RW particles exhibited enhanced adhesion (~45 nN) compared to AgNC/APRW particles (~27 nN), which aligned with the adhesion forces of cleaned ragweed, BARW, and uncoated AP-RW particles (~22-26 nN).
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Figure 3.10. Scanning electron micrographs of single-particle-bearing cantilever
probes of A) cleaned ragweed pollen, B) BA-RW pollen, C) APTES-RW, D)
AuNP/AP-RW (n= the ratio of the number of AuNPs to pollen = 2.0x106), and E)
AgNC/AP-RW pollen (m = the ratio of the number of AgNCs to pollen = 9.3x109).
Label “1” indicates low magnification image and “2” indicates high magnification
images for each pollen type. Low magnification scale bar represents 10 µm and high
magnification scale bars represent 1 µm.
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Figure 3.11. Representative force-distance curve between an Au-Si substrate and: a)
AP-RW pollen, b) AuNP/AP-RW pollen, and c) AgNC/AP-RW pollen substrate.
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Figure 3.12. Adhesion forces between cleaned ragweed, BA-RW, AP-RW,
AuNP/AP-RW, and AgNC/AP-RW pollen AFM probes and select substrates. Error
bars are 95% confidence intervals.

Table 3.2. Average measured values of adhesion, measured spike tip radius, and
calculated contact radius. Error indicates 95% confidence interval.
Adhesion Force
(nN)

Measured Tip
Radius (nm)

Calculated Tip
Radius (nm)

Cleaned Ragweed

26 ± 2

52 ± 5

--

BA-RW

22 ± 1

45 ± 4

44 ± 3

AP-RW

24 ± 1

47 ± 6

50 ± 6

AuNP/AP-RW

45 ± 4

47 ± 6a

46 ± 7b

AgNC/AP-RW

27 ± 1

47 ± 6a

55 ± 5

a

b

Note. Measured tip radius of AP-RW pollen is used. Calculated contact radius assuming goldsubstrate interactions.
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Analyses of the VDW-based adhesion forces were conducted using the Hamaker
model in Eq. (3.2):
(3.2)
where A132 is the non-retarded Hamaker constant of material 1 and 2 interacting across
medium 3 (air), R is the contact radius, and D is the cutoff separation distance for the
VDW interaction (≈ 0.165 nm) [69]. Using cleaned ragweed pollen as a model (from
Chapter 2), A132 values for PS-, PVAc-, PVA-, Si-, and Au-Si-ragweed pollen
interactions were calculated by inserting the cleaned ragweed adhesion force and spine
tip radius into Eq. (3.2) to calculate the appropriate A132. A132 values for PS- and Au-Au
interactions were obtained from literature [71, 72]. Approximate A132 values for PVAc-,
PVA, and Si-Au interactions were obtained using a combining relation via Eq. (3.3):
(3.3)
where available A11 is the Hamaker constant of Au (available in the literature), A22 is the
Hamaker constant of the substrate (available in the literature), and A33 is the Hamaker
constant of the medium (A33 = 0 for air) [69, 73-75]. Although estimating the Hamaker
constant of interactions involving a metallic medium using Eq. (3.3) may be an
oversimplification, we deem it to be suitable as a first-order analysis. The average
calculated contact radii of BA-RW, AP-RW, AuNP/AP-RW, and AgNC/AP-RW
particles are shown in Table 3.2. For BA-RW, AP-RW, AgNC/AP-RW, the calculated
contact radii were consistent with the contact of a single spine tip to a given substrate.
Together with SEM images and force-distance curves, the calculated contact radius of
AuNP/AP-RW was consistent with the contact of multiple AuNPs (~15 nm radius). The
size of the metal NPs (AuNPs ~15 nm radius, AgNCs ~30 nm radius) relative to the size
of AP-RW spine tips (~47 nm radius) may be one possible reason why AP-RW spine tips
were successfully coated by AuNPs but unsuccessfully coated by AgNCs. With
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comparable sizes, the curvature of the AP-RW spines may have had a more significant
impact on AgNCs’ inability to attach to the tips.
3.4.4

Nanoparticle-Pollen Composite Effectiveness as SERS Substrates
The effectiveness of metal NP-AP-RW pollen particles as SERS substrates is

evaluated by measuring their Raman scattering relative to uncoated AP-RW and neat
metal NPs. Figure 3.13 shows the SERS enhancement caused by NP-coated AP-RW
particles. No detectable Raman bands are present for uncoated AP-RW pollen and,
besides a strong Si band at 517 cm-1 from the underlying Si substrate, no appreciable
Raman bands are present for neat metal NPs [76]. As the degree of metal surface
coverage increases to maximum coverage, Raman bands appear for AuNP/AP-RW
particles. Conversely, Raman bands appear at the lowest metal coverage for AgNCs and
remain fairly consistent as the metal coverage increases. A large Raman band
corresponding to Si-C stretching vibrations from APTES and the sporopollenin shell
appear at 781 cm-1 in AgNC/AP-RW particles, while a less distinct Raman band appears
at the same location in AuNP/AP-RW particles [10, 43]. Raman bands at 671 cm-1 and
659 cm-1 from AuNP/AP-RW and AgNC/AP-RW, respectively, correspond to N=C=O
ring deformation from the PVP ring. Additionally, AuNP/AP-RW displayed enhanced
Raman bands at 956, 1258, and 1335 cm-1 that are characteristic of the sporopollenin
matrix and Raman bands at 759, 881, 1377, and 1466 cm-1 that correspond to the PVP
capping agent [77]. Interestingly, the enhanced Raman bands of the AuNP/AP-RW and
AgNC/AP-RW composites are not equivalent. Although it might be expected that the
Raman enhancement of the two composites would be similar, there may be a number of
factors contributing to this inconsistency. The enhancement of Raman bands in
AuNP/AP-RW composites compared to AgNC/AP-RW composites might be caused by
the degree of metal NP coverage (~55% for AuNP/AP-RW and ~48% for AgNCs),
however it is more likely that the discrepancy is a factor of the composite optical
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properties. Because surface plasmons are excited by an incident laser source, the
excitation wavelength must be adapted to the resonance wavelength of the metal surface
[78]. One way to tune the optical properties to fit the excitation source is by tuning the
shape and size of the metal NPs of a SERS substrate (i.e., high-aspect ratio, anisotropic
structures) [79, 80]. Although the metal NP-pollen composites are not optimized for use
as SERS substrates, the fact that the composites can enhance Raman bands consistent
with the PVP capping agent and the sporopollenin chemistry are promising. Selecting
appropriate NP particles with more favorable sizes and chemistries that are conducive for
Raman applications could make metal NP-pollen composites potentially useful SERS
substrates.
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Figure 3.13. Surface enhanced Raman spectra of a) AuNP/AP-RW composite
particles with different levels of metal coverage: 1) n = 3.3x105 , 2) n= 6.6x105, and 3)
n = 2.0x106 and b) AgNC/AP-RW composite particles with different levels of metal
coverage: 1) m = 1.5x109, 2) m = 3.1x109, and 3) m = 9.3x109 relative to neat AP-RW
particles and neat metal NPs.

3.5

Conclusions

This chapter demonstrates the first ex-situ preparation of metal NP-pollen
composites displaying enhanced nanoparticle-mediated adhesion. The hydroxyl-enriched
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surface of sporopollenin supported functionalization with an aminosilane, which imparted
a positive surface charge in neutral pH conditions. Electrostatic-driven heteroaggregation
between positively charged pollen particles and negatively charged AuNPs and AgNCs
enabled surface coverage up to 55%. The bio-organic ragweed (Ambrosia artemisiifolia)
pollen core possessed well-defined spine protuberances. Cleaned, base/acid-treated,
amine-functionalized, and AgNC composite ragweed pollen exhibited short-range VDWbased adhesion dependent on the contact with a single spine tip. NP-covered tips of
AuNP-ragweed pollen particles displayed enhanced adhesion (nearly double) compared
to uncoated pollen spines. Multiple nanoparticle contacts as well as an increased
Hamaker constant facilitated the increase in short-range VDW adhesion. Additionally,
NP-pollen composites showed potential for use as SERS substrates capable of enhancing
the Raman signal of molecules bound to the NP surface. The approach developed in this
chapter provides a framework for utilizing bio-organic pollen-NP composite particles for
enhanced adhesion and as SERS substrates, in addition to a myriad of applications, by
tailoring the pollen morphology, NP size, and NP chemistry.
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CHAPTER 4
4

CONVERSION OF POLLEN PARTICLES INTO THREEDIMENSIONAL CERAMIC REPLICAS TAILORED FOR
MULTIMODAL ADHESION

This chapter was published in part in Chem. Mater., in press, (2013) and is reproduced
here with permission.
4.1

Overview

In this chapter, we report the first syntheses of three-dimensional (3-D)
nanocrystalline, all-oxide replicas of pollen microparticles tailored for multimodal (bioenabled and synthetic) adhesion via use of a scalable, highly-conformal, layer-by-layer
(LbL) surface sol-gel (SSG) coating process. High fidelity replication allowed the pollenshaped oxide microparticles to be utilized for adhesion via tailorable short-range (~10
nm) van der Waals (VDW) attraction, with the magnitude of such VDW-based adhesion
influenced by the nanoscale topography of surface features retained by the replicas.
Conversion of the pollen into ferrimagnetic (Fe3O4) microparticle replicas allowed for the
use of magnetic attraction at short and long ranges (up to ~1 mm). By selecting pollen
particles with particular surface features, and by LbL SSG-enabled conversion of such
pollen into 3-D nanocrystalline replicas comprised of an appropriate type and amount of
magnetic oxide, adhesive microparticles utilizing tunable short- and long-range attractive
forces can be generated.
4.2

Introduction

Adhesion by or on microparticles plays a critical role in a wide range of
developing and mature technologies, including drug delivery, catalysis, water/chemical
purification, sensing, anti-fouling coatings and membranes, semiconductor device
processing, composite processing, paints, printing, and xerography [1-10]. While
predominant models and mechanistic experimental studies for understanding adhesion
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have been based on smooth, spherical particles, microparticles with rough surfaces and
non-spherical shapes are desired for a number of such technologies [11-17]. However,
the scalable fabrication of microparticles with well-controlled surface asperities, in a
variety of three-dimensional (3-D) morphologies, and with tailorable chemistries to allow
for tunable adhesion remains a difficult synthetic challenge.
A rich sustainable source of 3-D microparticles, with complex morphologies
affecting dispersion and adhesion in nature, is pollen. Pollen particles come in a wide
variety of 3-D shapes and surface topographies, and are produced in large and growing
quantities worldwide by plants [18-31]. Atomic force microscopy (AFM) based adhesion
measurements, discussed in Chapter 2, have shown that the van der Waals (VDW)
attraction of pollen particles to various inorganic and organic surfaces scales directly with
the contact radii of asperities on the pollen surface; that is, the selection of pollen
particles with particular surface structural features may be used to affect such VDWbased adhesion. The purpose of this chapter is to show, for the first time, how such pollen
particles may be converted into 3-D ceramic replicas endowed with tunable multimodal
adhesion. In this demonstration, native pollen particles have been converted, via use of a
highly-conformal layer-by-layer (LbL) surface sol-gel (SSG) coating process, into 3-D
replicas comprised of ferromagnetic hematite (α-Fe2O3) or ferrimagnetic magnetite
(Fe3O4). The nanoscale surface topography, and the magnetic oxide content, of such
high-fidelity replicas can provide for multimodal attraction to surfaces via both shortrange VDW and short-to-long-range magnetic forces. Although other authors have used
coating or infiltration methods to chemically modify/transform pollen and other
biological microparticles for desired (bio)chemical, optical, electrical, structural, or fluid
dynamic properties, the conversion of sustainable biogenic particles like pollen into allinorganic 3-D replicas for the purpose of achieving tunable multimodal adhesion has not
been reported [32-48].
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4.3
4.3.1

Experimental

Material and Procedure

4.3.1.1 Pollen Preparation
The conversion of sunflower (Helianthus annuus) pollen (Greer Laboratories,
Lenoir, NC USA) into iron oxide replicas has been examined in this work. The pollen
grains were first cleaned by immersion in a mixture of chloroform and methanol (3:1) for
24 h, followed by deposition onto filter paper (P5, Fisher Scientific, Pittsburgh, PA USA)
and drying under vacuum at 60 ⁰C for 12 h [49]. A second immersion was conducted in 1
M hydrochloric acid (VWR, Suwanee, GA USA) for 1 h to remove residual inorganic
material, followed by rinsing three times with de-ionized water, and drying by vacuum
aspiration at room temperature for 5 min.
4.3.1.2 Computer-automated LbL SSG Deposition
Fe-O-bearing coatings were applied to cleaned pollen grains via a computerautomated, LBL SSG deposition process [50-53]. For the first step of a given SSG cycle,
pollen grains were immersed for 10 min with stirring in a solution of 0.0125 M Fe(III)
isopropoxide (Alfa Aesar, Ward Hill, MA USA) in anhydrous 2-propanol (>99.8%
purity, Acros Organics, Geel, Belgium), to allow for the chemisorption of a Fe-O-bearing
layer. After rinsing three times with anhydrous 2-propanol and vacuum filtration, the
pollen grains were immersed in de-ionized water (DIW) with stirring for 5 min, to allow
for hydrolysis of the chemisorbed alkoxide layer. The grains were then rinsed three times
with anhydrous 2-propanol, vacuum filtered, and dried by vacuum aspiration for 5 min.
This process (alkoxide exposure, 2-propanol rinsing, DIW exposure, 2-propanol rinsing,
drying) was repeated for a total of 30 cycles to build up a Fe-O-bearing coating.
4.3.1.3 Thermal Processing
The coated pollen particles were heated in air at 0.5 ⁰C min-1 to 600 ⁰C and held
at this temperature for 4 h to allow for organic pyrolysis and oxide crystallization. The
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resulting hematite replicas were converted into magnetite via thermal treatment with a
Rhines pack powder mixture of Fe (99% purity, Acros Organics) and Fe3O4 (99.95%
purity, Alfa Aesar) [54]. The hematite pollen replicas were sealed along with the Fe/
Fe3O4 powder mixture (Fe:Fe3O4:Fe2O3 replica mole ratio = 14:14:1) inside a mild steel
ampoule. The sealed samples were then heated at 3 ⁰C min-1 to 550 ⁰C and held at this
temperature for 2 h. After cooling to room temperature, the ampoules were cut open and
the magnetite pollen replicas were extracted.
4.3.2

Experimental Methods

4.3.2.1 Substrate Preparation and Characterization
Six types of substrates were utilized for adhesion studies: silicon (Si), polyvinyl
alcohol (PVA), polyvinyl acetate (PVAc), polystyrene (PS), nickel (Ni), and a nickelcoated neodymium (Ni-Nd) alloy. The Si substrates (Silicon, Inc., Boise, ID USA) were
piranha-etched using a solution of 75 vol.% sulfuric acid (97% purity, BDH Chemicals
Ltd., Radnor, PA USA) and 25 vol.% hydrogen peroxide (30 wt.%, BDH Chemicals Ltd.)
at 80 °C for 1 h. The polymer substrates (PVA, PVAc, PS) consisted of blade-cast
polymer films on the cleaned Si substrates. Solutions comprised of 15 wt.% PS (MW =
100,000, Avoca-do Research Chemicals, Lancashire UK) in toluene (Sig-ma-Aldrich, St.
Louis, MO USA), 20 wt.% PVAc (MW = 50,000, Alfa Aesar) in tetrahydrofuran (THF,
BDH Chemicals Ltd.), or 3 wt.% PVA (MW = 89,000-98,000, Sigma-Aldrich) in
hexafluoroisopropanol (HFIP, TCI America, Portland, OR USA) were used for blade
casting. Blade casting (3540 Bird Film Applicator, Elcometer, Rochester Hills, MI USA)
was conducted using a gap height of 1.2 mm, followed by slow drying under a saturated
solvent environment for 2 days at 23 ⁰C. The films were then air-dried for 2 days at 23
⁰C, followed by annealing in a vacuum oven for 1 day at 100 ⁰C. The resulting polymer
films possessed thicknesses ranging from 20 to 100 μm and completely covered the
underlying Si substrate. Ni substrates were prepared by polishing (PM5 System, Logitech
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Ltd., Glasgow, Scotland UK) nickel foil (0.150 mm thickness, grade 200, 99.5% purity,
Shop-aid, Inc., Woburn, MA USA) to a surface finish of 0.06 µm using a colloidal SiO2
suspension (Metlab Corp., Niagara Falls, NY USA). The Ni-Nd substrate consisted of an
axially-poled, neodymium-iron-boron alloy permanent magnet disk (ND022N-35, 5 mm
diameter, 1.5 mm thick, Master Magnetics, Inc., Castle Rock, CO USA) onto which was
attached the polished nickel foil.
The surface roughness of each type of substrate was evaluated with a scanning
probe microscope (Dimension 3100 SPM equipped with a Nanoscope V Controller,
Veeco Instruments, Inc., Plainview, NY USA) operated in tapping mode at 200-400 kHz
using a pyramidal tip silicon cantilever (Applied NanoStructures, Inc., Santa Clara, CA
USA). For each particular substrate, 3 randomly-located scans (10 μm x 10 μm) were
conducted, with each scan area split into 4 sectors. The average roughness value for a
given substrate was obtained from analysis of these 12 sectors.
4.3.2.2 Pollen and Pollen Replica Characterization
Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) was conducted with a field emission gun
instrument (Carl Zeiss SMT, Ltd., Thorn-wood, NY USA) equipped with an energy
dispersive X-ray spectrometer (INCA EDS, Oxford Instruments, Abingdon, Oxfordshire
UK). The average spine tip radii of cleaned sunflower pollen particles, and of oxide
replicas of sunflower pollen particles, were obtained from SEM images of particles
attached to cantilever probes (described below). For each particle-bearing probe, 5 spine
tips located closest to the position where the particle made contact to the substrates were
evaluated (for a total of 15 analyzed spine tips for all 3 similar types of particle-bearing
probes). X-ray diffraction (XRD) analyses were conducted with Cu Kα radiation using a
diffractometer (X-Pert Pro Alpha 1, PANalytical, Almelo, The Netherlands) equipped
with an incident beam Johannsen monochromator (PANalytical) and an Xcelerator linear
detector (PANalytical). Thermogravimetric (TG) analysis was used to assess the presence
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of organic pollen material remaining after conversion to α-Fe2O3 and Fe3O4 replicas. TG
analyses were carried out in a temperature range of 30-600 ⁰C, in air and with a constant
heating rate of 50 ⁰C min-1 for all experiments. The sample mass was ~0.5 g for all
measurements.
4.3.2.3 Adhesion Measurements
Adhesion measurements were conducted using colloidal probes consisting of a
single particle (a native sunflower pollen particle or oxide replica particle) attached to an
atomic force microscope (AFM) cantilever. A small amount of epoxy resin (Epoxy
Marine, Loctite, Westlake, OH USA) was used to attach a given particle to a tipless
silicon AFM cantilever (FORT-TL, Applied NanoStructures, Inc.). For each type of
pollen-shaped particle (cleaned sunflower pollen, α-Fe2O3 replica, or Fe3O4 replica), three
single-particle-bearing cantilever probes were prepared (for a total of 9 particle/cantilever
probes). The spring constants, as determined with the scanning probe microscope, of the
sunflower-pollen-bearing, α-Fe2O3-replica-bearing, and Fe3O4-replica-bearing cantilever
probes fell in the ranges of 1.84-2.34 N/m, 1.19-1.91 N/m, and 1.63-1.69 N/m,
respectively. The adhesion force between an individual sunflower pollen particle, or
oxide replica particle, and a particular substrate was evaluated with the scanning probe
microscope operated in contact mode. For each particular particle/cantilever probe and
particular substrate, 20 separate force-distance scans were randomly obtained, and the
depth of adhesion wells upon retraction were averaged. The load force applied during the
contact adhesion measurements was 2.5 nN. The ambient relative humidity in the
laboratory during the adhesion measurements ranged from 30 to 35%.
4.4
4.4.1

Results and Discussion

Pollen Replica Preparation
Sunflower pollen particles were converted into magnetic oxide replicas via use of

a computer-automated LbL SSG coating process [50-53]. SEM images of a starting,
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cleaned pollen grain are shown in Figure 4.1a. The sunflower pollen grains were roughly
spherical in shape and possessed echini (spines) of relatively high aspect ratio
(height:width-at-midheight ratio of ~5:1). Because the exine (outer layer) of such pollen
grains is comprised of sporopollenin (a complex polymer consisting of carboxylic acids
and aromatic moieties cross-linked with aliphatic chains), the pollen surfaces were
enriched with hydroxyl groups that provided an abundance of reaction sites for the
chemisorption of alkoxide precursors during the SSG coating process [55-57]. An SEM
image and energy-dispersive X-ray (EDX) analysis of a sunflower pollen particle after
exposure to 30 SSG deposition cycles are shown in Figures 4.1b and 4.2b, respectively.
Comparison of the EDX analyses in Figures 4.2a and 4.2b confirmed that the SSG-coated
particle was enriched in iron and oxygen. The highly-conformal nature of the SSG Fe-Obearing coating was evident from the preservation of the echini and the fine pores at the
base of the echini (as indicated by the arrows in Figure 4.1b).
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Figure 4.1. SEM images of sunflower pollen particles at various stages of conversion
into Fe3O4: a) the exine of a natural grain, b) an Fe-O-coated grain after 30 SSG
deposition cycles, c) an α-Fe2O3 replica of the same grain in b) after pyrolysis at 600
⁰C for 4 h in air, d) a Fe3O4 replica of the same α-Fe2O3 grain in c) generated by
partial reduction using a Rhines pack (Fe/ Fe3O4) at 550 ⁰C for 3 h. The scale bars
indicate 5 μm for the low-magnification insert images and 2 μm for the highermagnification images.
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The coated pollen particles were then heated in air at 600 ⁰C for 4 h to allow for
pyrolysis of the pollen template, and crystallization of the oxide coating. Complete
pyrolysis of the sporopollenin during this treatment was confirmed by thermogravimetric
(TG) analysis (Figure 4.3). TG analyses shows that with increasing number of coating
layers, the remaining mass after pyrolysis increases from 9.8% with 10 layers to 13.8%
with 20 layers and to 17.7% with 30 layers. TG analyses also shows that at 600 ⁰C all the
organic material of the sunflower pollen has been pyrolized, with 0.4% of inorganic ash
remaining. EDX analyses (Figure 4.2c) also revealed the loss of carbon, and retention of
iron and oxygen, after such pyrolysis. X-ray diffraction (XRD) analysis (Figure 4.4a)
indicated that these fired particles were comprised of phase-pure, nanocrystalline
hematite (α-Fe2O3). Scherrer analyses of the XRD peaks yielded an average hematite
crystallite size of 35 nm. Although smaller than the starting, as-coated pollen particles,
these hematite particles retained the 3-D shapes and surface features of the starting pollen
grains (Figure 4.1c). Indeed, the high-fidelity nature of such replication was revealed by
SEM images of the same particle before (Figure 4.1b) and after (Figure 4.1c) the thermal
treatment (note: the arrows in Figures 4.1b and 4.1c reveal the same spine and fine pore
present before and after this thermal treatment). Conversion of the hematite replicas into
magnetite was conducted via use of a thermal treatment with a Rhines pack [54]. The
oxygen partial pressure established within the ampoule by the Fe/ Fe3O4 equilibrium at
550 ⁰C (note: wüstite, Fe1-xO, is thermodynamically unstable below 570 ⁰C) allowed for
complete conversion of the replica particles into phase-pure nanocrystalline magnetite, as
confirmed by XRD analysis (Figure 4.4b) [58]. Scherrer analyses yielded an average
magnetite crystallite size of 34 nm. SEM images (Figure 4.1d) indicated that the 3-D
morphology and sharp echini of the sunflower pollen were retained by the magnetite
replicas (note: the arrows in Figures 4.1c and 4.1d show the same spine and fine pore
before and after this Rhines pack thermal treatment). No detectable change in replica
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particle size was detected upon conversion of the hematite into magnetite, which was
consistent with the similarity in the volumes of these oxides on a per mole of iron basis
(15.2 cm3 Fe2O3/mole Fe; 14.9 cm3 Fe3O4/mole Fe).
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Figure 4.2. EDX analyses of: a) the exine of a natural sunflower pollen grain, b) an
Fe-O-coated sunflower grain after 30 SSG deposition cycles, c) an α-Fe2O3 replica of
a sunflower grain generated by pyrolysis at 600 ⁰C for 4 h in air, and d) a Fe3O4
replica of a α-Fe2O3 grain generated by partial reduction using a Rhines pack (Fe/
Fe3O4 powder mixture) at 550 ⁰C for 3 h. (Note: the Al peak was obtained from the
underlying aluminum stub used to support the particles during EDX analyses.)
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Figure 4.3. TG analysis of sunflower pollen grains and Fe-O-coated sunflower pollen
(10, 20, and 30 SSG deposition cycles) during pyrolysis by heating in air at 5 ⁰C min1

to 600 ⁰C.

Figure 4.4. XRD analyses of iron oxide replicas of sunflower pollen generated by
exposing the pollen particles to 30 SSG LbL deposition cycles and then: a) firing at a
peak temperature of 600 ⁰C for 4 h in air, followed by b) sealing the resulting αFe2O3 samples, along with an excess powder mixture of Fe and Fe3O4 (a Rhines
pack), within a mild steel ampoule and heating to a peak temperature of 550 ⁰C for
2 h.
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4.4.2

Pollen and Pollen Replica Adhesion
To allow for quantitative evaluation of the adhesion of the sunflower pollen and

oxide pollen replicas to various substrate surfaces, the pollen and replica particles were
attached to AFM cantilevers (Figure 4.5) using a procedure described previously [59].
Six substrates were chosen to analyze the effects of substrate surface chemistry and
magnetic properties on particle attraction. Polyvinyl alcohol (PVA) and polyvinyl acetate
(PVAc) were selected as model proton donor and proton acceptor substrates,
respectively. Polystyrene (PS) was chosen as a model apolar hydrocarbon substrate.
Piranha-etched silicon (Si), which possessed a thin (~2-10 nm) hydroxylated oxide layer,
acted as a hydrophilic substrate [60]. Unpoled, polished nickel (Ni) foil served as a
weakly ferromagnetic substrate. An axially-poled, neodymium-iron-boron alloy was used
as a strongly-magnetized ferromagnetic substrate (residual induction = 12,300 G). The
polished nickel foil was attached to this permanent magnet to provide a substrate (Ni-Nd)
with the same roughness as the Ni substrate. The measured average surface roughness
values of the six substrates fell within a range of 0.2 to 2.8 nm (Table 4.1).
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Figure 4.5. SEM images of single-particle-bearing cantilever probes containing: a) a
cleaned sunflower pollen grain, b) an α-Fe2O3 sunflower pollen replica, and c) a
Fe3O4 sunflower pollen replica used in the AFM adhesion study. The scale bars
indicate 5 µm.
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Table 4.1. Average surface roughness (Ra, in nm) of the substrates used in this
study. Error indicates a range of ± one standard deviation.
Si

PVA

PVAc

PS

Ni

Ni-Nd

0.2 ± 0.06

1.3 ± 0.03

0.3 ± 0.06

0.3 ± 0.02

2.7 ± 0.7

2.8 ± 0.4

Contact mode AFM measurements were used to evaluate the short-range (VDWbased) adhesion of the sunflower pollen, and the hematite and magnetite replica particles,
to the Si, PVA, PVAc, PS, Ni, and Ni-Nd substrates. Average values of the VDW-based
adhesion for the different particle and substrate combinations are shown in Figure 4.6
(note: each average value was obtained from 60 measurements consisting of 20 analyses
for each of three similar particle/cantilever probes). Given the observed range in
measured values, no appreciable difference in contact mode adhesion force was detected
for each type of particle on different substrates. Combining the data from all of the
substrates for a given type of particle yielded average VDW adhesion force values of 55
± 9 nN, 36 ± 7 nN, and 34 ± 7 nN for the cleaned sunflower pollen, α-Fe2O3 replicas, and
Fe3O4 replicas, respectively.
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Figure 4.6. AFM measurements of short-range VDW-based adhesion forces for
cleaned sunflower pollen probes, α-Fe2O3 sunflower replica probes, and Fe3O4
sunflower replica probes on various substrates (note: measurements on the diskshaped Ni-Nd substrate were conducted at its outer edge). The error bars indicate a
range of ± one standard deviation.

First order analyses of these values of VDW-based adhesion force were
conducted using the following Hamaker relation in Eq. (4.1):
(4.1)
where A132 is the non-retarded Hamaker constant of material 1 and 2 interacting across a
medium 3 (air), R is the contact radius, and D is the cutoff separation distance for the
VDW interaction (≈ 0.165 nm) [61]. Approximate A132 values for sunflower pollen on
the Si, PVA, PVAc, and PS substrates were calculated from appropriate A11 and A22
values available in the literature, and with the assumption that A33 = 0, via Eq. (4.2) [59,

61-66]:
(4.2)
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The simplified expression in Eq. (4.2) is not applicable, however, to media with high
dielectric constants. Therefore, interactions involving hematite and magnetite were
calculated on the basis of the Lifshitz theory via Eq. (4.3) [61]:

(4.3)
where k is Boltzmann’s constant, T is temperature, h is Planck’s constant, νe is the media
absorption frequency, ε1 and ε2 are dielectric constants, and n1 and n2 are refractive
indices. A132 values for sunflower pollen on the Ni or Ni-Nd substrates and hematite or
magnetite replicas on all substrates were calculated from Eq. (4.3) by using appropriate
ε1, ε2, n1, and n2 values available in the literature, with the assumption that the absorption
frequencies of all media are the same [67-73]. We took the ε1 value for sporopollenin to
be the average of the values for PS, PVAc, and PVA for lack of a literature value. This
assumption is consistent with the organic content of sporopollenin and produces A132
values of the expected magnitude. If the substrate is assumed to be flat, then R in Eq.
(4.1) refers to the contact radius of the spine tip from the probe particle. By inserting the
measured average values of adhesion force into Eq. (4.1) along with the calculated A132
constants, values of contact radii for the cleaned sunflower pollen, α-Fe2O3 replicas, and
Fe3O4 replicas with the various substrates were calculated (Table 4.2) to be 93 ± 14 nm,
27 ± 8 nm, and 25 ± 8 nm, respectively. For the native sunflower pollen, the calculated
contact radius (93 ± 14 nm) was similar to the average spine-tip radius (120 ± 12 nm)
measured by SEM analysis; that is, the VDW-based adhesion force for this native pollen
particle was consistent with the contact of a single spine tip to a given substrate.
However, the calculated contact radii for the hematite (27 ± 8 nm) and magnetite (25 ± 8
nm) replica particles were much smaller than the average spine tip radii of these replicas
(i.e., 94 ± 14 nm and 100 ± 14 nm for hematite and magnetite, respectively) obtained
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from SEM analyses. Instead, the calculated contact radii for these oxide replicas were not
far from the average crystallite radii (17-18 nm) of these particles obtained from XRD
analyses; that is, the VDW-based adhesion forces of the oxide pollen replicas were
consistent with the contact of one or two nanocrystals located at the spine tips to the
substrates.
Variations in substrate roughness will have some effect on measured adhesion
values. The pollen tip radii are considerably larger than the roughness variation, and the
expected effect of increased roughness would be to decrease contact area and decrease
adhesion forces. This behavior could potentially obscure calculated pollen-tip and replica
crystallite radii. However, in Figure 4.6, for surfaces that have the same Hamaker
constant (PS, PVA), changes in roughness from 0.3 nm (PS) to 1.3 nm (PVA) do not
have a measureable effect on the adhesive forces. Examining other values in Table 4.1
and Figure 4.6, we conclude that one cannot detect any consistent trend between
roughness and adhesion force within the measurement precision.
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Table 4.2. Average measured values of adhesion force, calculated Hamaker
constants, and calculated contact radii. Error indicates a range of one standard
deviation.
Si

PVA

PVAc

PS

Ni

Ni-Nd

A132 (x1019)

0.85

0.84

0.98

0.84

1.2

1.2

Force (nN)

57± 8

51 ± 9

53 ± 4

56 ± 8

56 ± 10

56 ± 11

Radius (nm)

109

98

88

109

78

77

A132 (x1019)

1.7

2.0

1.8

2.1

3.4

3.4

Force (nN)

39 ± 1

32 ± 1

36 ± 7

36 ± 11

38 ± 7

36 ± 5

Radius (nm)

37

27

32

28

18

17

A132 (x1019)

1.7

2.0

1.8

2.1

3.4

3.4

Force (nN)

38 ± 4

33 ± 3

33 ± 3

30 ± 3

35 ± 9

33 ± 4

Radius (nm)

36

27

30

24

17

16

Cleaned Sunflower

Hematite

Magnetite
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Figure 4.7. Analyses of the magnetic force acting on cleaned sunflower pollen, αFe2O3 sunflower pollen replicas, and Fe3O4 sunflower pollen replicas upon scanning
across the diameter of the permanent magnet Ni-Nd substrate at a fixed height of
140 µm above the substrate surface.

4.4.3. Pollen and Pollen Replica Long-Range Forces
The longer-range magnetic forces acting between particle/cantilever probes and
the axially-magnetized, permanent magnet Ni-Nd substrate were evaluated by scanning
the probes across the diameter of this disk-shaped substrate at a fixed height of 140 μm
above the substrate surface. As revealed in Figure 4.7, a noticeable attractive force was
detected between the ferrimagnetic Fe3O4 sunflower pollen replica and the disk-shaped
Ni-Nd substrate at locations near the outer perimeter of this substrate, which was where
the magnetic field intensity associated with this magnetized Ni-Nd substrate was highest
[74]. No appreciable magnetic attraction was detected between the weakly ferromagnetic
α-Fe2O3 replicas, or the non-magnetic native sunflower pollen, at any location across the
Ni-Nd substrate (at a distance of 140 µm from the surface of this substrate). To
demonstrate this effect, the magnetic response of the magnetic replicas is seen in Figure
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4.8. When a magnetic is placed next to both the hematite and magnetite sample, only the
magnetite replicas are visibly affected.

Figure 4.8. Optical images of sunflower replicas in DIW next to a permanent
magnet: a) α -Fe2O3 sunflower pollen replicas and b) Fe3O4 sunflower pollen
replicas.
The total adhesion force acting between a given type of particle and the Si or NiNd substrate is plotted against probe distance from the substrate surface in Figure 4.9
(note: for the Ni-Nd substrate, measurements were obtained either at the disk center or at
a distance of ~300 µm from the edge of the Ni foil). Only short range (~10 nm) attractive
forces were detected between the native sunflower pollen, or α-Fe2O3 sunflower replicas,
and these substrates (Figures 4.9a and 4.9b). However, both magnetic and VDW
attractive forces were detected (Figure 4.9c) between the Fe3O4 sunflower pollen replicas
and the magnetized Ni-Nd near the outer edge of this substrate. For this Fe3O4
particle/Ni-Nd-edge substrate pairing, the total adhesion force (~70 nN) acting over a
short distance (~10 nm) consisted of the sum of the VDW force (~40 nN) and the
magnetic force (~30 nN). At distances just beyond the range of VDW-based adhesion, a
steady magnetic force (~30 nN) was detected. The magnetic interaction between the
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Fe3O4 sunflower pollen replicas and the magnetized edge of the Ni-Nd substrate persisted
out to a separation distance of ~1 mm.

Figure 4.9. AFM measurements of the total (VDW + magnetic) adhesion force vs.
distance for: a) a cleaned sunflower pollen probe, b) an α-Fe2O3 sunflower replica
probe and c) a Fe3O4 sunflower pollen replica probe with the Si substrate and the
Ni-Nd substrate (Ni-Nd Center and Ni-Nd Edge refer to analyses obtained at the
center and at ~300 µm from the edge, respectively, of the disk-shaped Ni-Nd
substrate).
This chapter demonstrates that a highly-conformal LbL SSG coating process can
be used, along with controlled modest-temperature thermal treatments, to convert sunflower pollen particles into nanocrystalline ferrimagnetic (Fe3O4) replicas exhibiting
multimodal adhesion via short-range (~10 nm) VDW-based attraction and short-to-longrange (up to ~1 mm) magnetic attraction. Although the work here has focused on
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generating oxide replicas of sunflower pollen, this process may generally be applied to
numerous other types of pollen. Indeed, the wide variety of 3-D particle shapes and
surface topographies available from pollen generated by different plants, and the ability
of this LbL SSG-based process to produce high-fidelity nanocrystalline replicas with
controlled amounts of magnetic oxide (by adjusting the number of deposited layers),
allows for the syntheses of pollen-derived microparticles with highly-tailorable
multimodal adhesion.
4.5

Conclusions

This chapter demonstrates, for the first time, the ability to generate high-fidelity,
all-oxide replicas of pollen particles exhibiting tailorable multimodal (short-range VDW
and short-to-long-range magnetic) adhesion. The hydroxyl-rich nature of the exine of
pollen has allowed for the use of a computer-automated, LbL SSG process to apply
highly-conformal Fe-O-bearing coatings to pollen particles. For this demonstration,
sunflower pollen (Helianthus annuus), with surfaces containing sharp, high-aspect-ratio
spines, has been coated with 30 Fe-O-bearing layers. Subsequent firing at 600 ⁰C in air
yielded high-fidelity replicas comprised of nanocrystalline, phase-pure ferro-magnetic
hematite (α-Fe2O3). Partial reduction of these hematite replicas, via use of a controlled
oxygen partial pressure (Rhines pack-based) heat treatment, yielded nanocrystalline,
phase-pure ferrimagnetic magnetite (Fe3O4) replicas. The Fe3O4 replicas were found to
exhibit short-range (~10 nm) VDW-based adhesion, governed by the contact of oxide
nanocrystals present on the sharp spines inherited from the starting sunflower pollen, and
short-to-long-range (up to 1 mm) magnetic adhesion governed by the ferrimagnetic
magnetite. By selecting pollen with particular 3-D morphologies and surface features,
and by using the LbL SSG process to tailor the amount of nanocrystalline magnetite
present in the ceramic replicas, microparticles with tunable short-range (VDW-based)
and longer-range (magnetic) adhesion can be synthesized.
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CHAPTER 5
5

TUNING THE LONG-RANGE MAGNETIC FORCE OF THREEDIMENSIONAL MAGNETIC POLLEN REPLICAS
5.1

Overview

The tunability of magnetic attractive forces in microparticle design is a key
component in magnetophoretic separations, targeted drug delivery, biological cell
manipulation, microfluidics, and the self-assembly of hierarchical structures [1-6].
Additionally, coupling long-range magnetic attractions with controlled short-range van
der Waals (VDW) adhesion may present new avenues for microparticle research. In
Chapter 4, we reported the first synthesis of ferro- and ferri-magnetic pollen replicas from
native sunflower (Helianthus annuus) pollen bio-organic templates using 30 coating
cycles in the layer-by-layer (LbL) surface sol-gel (SSG) process. The replicas maintained
the morphology of the native pollen creating complex, hollow, three-dimensional (3-D)
structures. Native, hematite (α-Fe2O3), and magnetite (Fe3O4) sunflower pollen exhibited
short-range VDW adhesion that was dependent on spike tip radius for native pollen and
crystallite size for α-Fe2O3, and Fe3O4 replicas. Fe3O4 replicas were found to possess an
additional long-range magnetic attraction to a permanent magnet.
In this chapter, we expand the study to include 10, 20, 30, 40, and 50 precursor
deposition cycles on sunflower pollen bio-organic templates during the LbL SSG process.
Modifying the number of deposition cycles is a potential design tool for tuning the shortrange adhesion and long-range magnetic attraction of pollen replicas. Additionally,
varying the coating layers allows for evaluating pollen replicas’ capability to preserve the
size and shape of natural pollen features. Upon conversion to α-Fe2O3 the Fe3O4 replicas,
the short-range VDW-based adhesion of these replicas did not significantly change with
coating layers. The contact radii of α-Fe2O3 the Fe3O4 replicas were calculated using the
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Hamaker model and the results showed that the contact radii of these replicas did not
significantly change with coating layers. Long-range magnetic forces were probed using
an axially-poled disk magnet. Simulations of the disk magnet’s magnetic field, validated
using a chromium dioxide-coated polystyrene (CrO2-PS) microsphere standard, allowed
for the theoretical modeling of the magnetic attractions of Fe3O4 replicas (10-50 coating
layers). Fe3O4 replica magnetic attractive forces agreed well with theory and significantly
increased with the number of coating layers.
5.2

Theory

An axially-poled, permanent disk magnet can be used to probe the magnetic force
of attraction experienced by α-Fe2O3 and Fe3O4 sunflower replicas. Starting with Gauss’
law for magnetism from Maxwell’s equations for macroscopic magnetism, the magnetic
induction (B) of a magnetic dipole over a closed surface is given in Eq. (5.1) [7]:
(5.1)
Within the permanent magnet, B is also related to the magnetic field (H) and
magnetization (M) by Eq. (5.2)
(5.2)
where μo (4π x 10-7 N A-2) is the permeability of free space [8]. Outside the magnet,
however, M is zero and B is reduced to Eq. (5.3)
(5.3)
Therefore, B is proportional to H and mapping H is equivalent to mapping B [9]. The
force of a magnetic particle (Fm) interacting with a permanent magnet possessing a field
gradient is governed by Eq. (5.4)
(5.4)
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where m is the magnetic moment [10, 11]. The total moment on the particle can then be
expanded in Eq. (5.5)
(5.5)
where Vm is the volumetric magnetization and M is the magnetization. Substituting Eq.
(5.3) and Eq. (5.5) into Eq. (5.4) gives an expanded expression for Fm in Eq. (5.6)
(5.6)
Because the sunflower replicas are anchored to tipless cantilevers, the direction of
particle motion is restricted to the direction of cantilever deflection. Therefore, the force
of a magnetic particle interacting with a permanent magnet possessing a field gradient is
governed by Eq. (5.7)
(5.7)
where

is the gradient of the permanent magnet’s magnetic field in the z-direction and

ẑ is the unit vector parallel to the cantilever deflection direction. In order to determine the
magnetic force in Eq. (5.7),

must be evaluated.

Beginning with Ampere’s Law from Maxwell’s equations for macroscopic
magnetism, the curl of H is governed by Eq. (5.8)
(5.8)
where Jf is the free current density, D is the electric displacement field, and t is time [7].
In the absence of a current, Eq. (5.8) reduces to Eq. (5.9) and allows us to define a scalar
potential function for H in Eq. (5.10) [7].
(5.9)
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(5.10)
Taking the divergence of Eq. (5.2) and substituting Eq. (5.1), the divergence of H is
shown in Eq. (5.11)
(5.11)
Taking the divergence of Eq. (5.10) and substituting Eq. (5.11), the Laplacian of the
magnetostatic potential is given in Eq. (5.12)
(5.12)
Since M is zero outside of the permanent magnet, Eq. (5.12) reduces to Eq. (5.13)

(5.13)
Assuming a uniform magnetization in the z-direction and cylindrical coordinates, Φ is
independent of angle because of symmetry and Eq. (5.13) reduces to Eq. (5.14)
(5.14)
Evaluating Φ by Eq. (5.14) allows for the evaluation of H by Eq. (5.10) around the disk
magnet. Furthermore,

can then be calculated and, using Eq. (5.7), Fm can be

determined for a magnetic particle interacting with a permanent disk magnet.
5.3
5.3.1

Experimental

Materials and Procedure

5.3.1.1 Pollen Preparation
The native pollen cleaning process was conducted following the procedure
described in Chapter 4.
5.3.1.2 Computer-automated LbL SSG Deposition
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The LbL coating process was followed using the procedure described in Chapter
4. In Chapter 4, the coating process was repeated for a total of 30 cycles to build up an
Fe-O-bearing coating. In this chapter, Fe-O-bearing coatings are applied to cleaned
pollen in 10, 20, 30, 40, and 50 cycles.
5.3.1.3 Thermal Processing
The heat treatments applied to coated pollen particles in Chapter 4 were employed
to convert coated pollen particles of 10, 20, 30, 40, and 50 coating layers into hematite
and magnetite replicas.
5.3.2

Experimental Methods

5.3.2.1 Pollen and Pollen Replica Characterization
Scanning electron microscopy was conducted with a field emission gun
instrument (Carl Zeiss SMT, Ltd., Thornwood, NY USA) equipped with an energy
dispersive X-ray spectrometer (INCA EDS, Oxford Instruments, Abingdon, Oxfordshire
UK). The average spine tip radii of oxide replicas of sunflower pollen particles (10-50
coating layers), were obtained from SEM images of particles attached to cantilever
probes (described in Chapter 4). Thermogravimetric (TG) analysis was used to evaluate
the mass of replica oxide coatings (10-50 layers) relative to the mass of native organic
pollen. TGA runs were carried out in a temperature range of 30-600 ⁰C, in air and with a
constant heating rate of 50 ⁰C min-1 for all experiments. The sample mass was ~ 0.5 g for
all measurements.
5.3.2.2 Magnetic Property Characterization
DC magnetic hysteresis loop measurements of α-Fe2O3 and Fe3O4 replicas were
performed on a Quantum Design MPMS-XL7 Superconducting Quantum Interference
Device (SQUID). The samples were mounted onto axially symmetric polyimide strips
and adhered with a negligible amount of silicone adhesive. The hysteresis loops were
measured in applied fields between -7 and +7 tesla and a temperature of 300 K.
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5.3.2.3 Substrate Preparation and Characterization
The substrate preparation and characterization methods from Chapter 4 were
utilized.
5.3.2.4 Adhesion Measurements
Adhesion measurements were conducted using colloidal probes consisting of a
single oxide replica particle attached to a tipless silicon atomic force microscope (AFM)
cantilever (FORT-TL, Applied NanoStructures, Inc.) using a procedure described in
Chapter 2. For each type replica particle (α-Fe2O3 or Fe3O4 replicas with 10-50 coating
layers), three single-particle-bearing cantilever probes were prepared (for a total of 30
particle/cantilever probes). Adhesion force measurements were evaluated with a scanning
probe microscope (Dimension 3100 SPM equipped with a Nanoscope V Controller,
Veeco Instruments, Inc., Plainview, NY USA) operated in contact mode. The spring
constants, as determined with the scanning probe microscope, of the sunflower pollenbearing, α-Fe2O3 replica-bearing, and Fe3O4 replica-bearing cantilever probes fell in the
ranges listed in Table 5.1. Adhesion measurements for cleaned sunflower pollen (from
Chapter 4) are also included for comparison. Additionally, t-tests were performed to
determine the overall statistical significance (α = 0.05) of the change in calculated contact
radii with the number of coating layers.
Table 5.1. Range of cantilever probe spring constants (N/m) used in this study.
Coatings

0

10

20

30

40

50

Cleaned

1.84-2.34

--

--

--

--

--

α-Fe2O3

--

1.44-2.26

1.08-1.66

1.19-1.91

0.81-1.53

1.60-3.10

Fe3O4

--

1.92-2.30

1.15-2.05

1.63-1.69

0.91-1.67

1.37-1.61

5.3.2.5 Magnetic Force Measurements
The magnetic force of an individual oxide replica particle was probed with an
axially-poled, neodymium-iron-boron alloy permanent magnet disk (ND022N-35, 5 mm
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diameter, 1.5 mm thick, Master Magnetics, Inc., Castle Rock, CO USA) onto which was
attached a polished nickel foil (Ni-Nd). The Ni-Nd disk magnet possessed a residual
induction of 12,300 G. For each particular particle/cantilever probe and Ni-Nd substrate,
20 separate force-distance scans were obtained at the edge of the Ni-Nd magnet (where
the gradient of the magnetic field is highest). The difference in the non-contact forces at
the surface of the Ni-Nd magnet and at maximum retraction from the Ni-Nd magnet is
the magnitude of the magnetic force. Additionally, t-tests were performed to determine
the overall statistical significance (α = 0.05) of the change in calculated contact radii with
the number of coating layers.
Magnetic force-distance curves between an individual oxide replica particle and
the Ni-Nd substrate were obtained by recording the change in cantilever deflection
relative to the cantilever deflection at maximum retraction upon approaching the edge of
the Ni-Nd magnet. As a model standard, magnetic force-distance curves of a 9.6 µm
diameter ferromagnetic chromium dioxide-coated polystyrene (CrO2-PS) microsphere
(Mr = 6.3 emu g-1, 20 vol.% CrO2, Spherotech, Inc., Lake Forest, IL USA) approaching
the Ni-Nd disk magnet were measured. The ambient relative humidity in the laboratory
during the magnetic force measurements ranged from 30 to 35%.
5.3.2.6 Magnetic Field Simulation
The magnetostatic potential and magnetic field of the Nd permanent magnet was
modeled using a finite difference approximation detailed elsewhere [9]. The
approximations were coded in FORTRAN77 and numerically evaluated using an NAG
Fortran Builder 5.2. The simulation was performed on the Ni-Nd permanent magnet
possessing a 1.5 mm diameter and 5 mm thickness using a 50 mm x 50 mm grid and a 50
μm step size. The finite difference approximations, boundary conditions, and
FORTRAN77 code, adapted from reference 9, are detailed in Appendix A.
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5.4
5.4.1

Results and Discussion

Pollen Replica Characterization
Sunflower pollen particles were converted into magnetic oxide replicas via use of

a computer-automated LbL SSG coating process, detailed in Chapter 4. SEM images of
sunflower pollen particles after exposure to 10-50 SSG deposition cycles are shown in
Figures 5.1A1-A5. The sunflower pollen grains were roughly spherical in shape and
possessed echini (spines) of relatively high aspect ratio (height:width-at-midheight ratio
of ~5:1). The Fe-O-coated sunflower pollen grains were then converted into hematite and
magnetite using the procedure described in Chapter 4. Although smaller than the starting,
Fe-O-coated pollen particles, hematite and magnetite replicas (Figures 5.1B1-B5 and
Figures 5.1C1-C5, respectively) retained the 3-D shapes and surface features of the
starting pollen grains. Table 5.2 details the diameters of Fe-O-coated-sunflower, α-Fe2O3,
and Fe3O4 replicas during the conversion process. Though there is some variation in the
size of native pollen grains (~28-43 µm), the relative diameters after conversion from FeO to α-Fe2O3 and Fe3O4 replicas increased with coating layers. In addition, no detectable
change in replica particle size, for each coating layer, was detected upon conversion of
the hematite into magnetite.

Table 5.2. Measured diameters of coated sunflower, α-Fe2O3 replicas, and Fe3O4
replicas of varying SSG deposition cycles (10-50 layers).
Fe-O
(D, µm)

α-Fe2O3
(D, µm)

Fe3O4
(D, µm)

Dα-Fe2O3/
DFe-O

10

27.9

13.3

13.2

20

31.5

17.5

30

42.9

40
50

Coatings

DFe3O4/DF DFe3O4/D
e-O

α-Fe2O3

0.48

0.47

0.99

17.5

0.56

0.56

1.0

26.5

26.4

0.62

0.62

1.0

30.5

20

20

0.66

0.66

1.0

33.8

23.5

23.2

0.70

0.69

0.99
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Figure 5.1. SEM images of sunflower pollen particles at various stages of conversion
into Fe3O4: A) Fe-O-coated grains after 10-50 SSG deposition cycles, B) α-Fe2O3
replicas of the same grain in A) after pyrolysis at 600 ⁰C for 4 h in air, and C) Fe3O4
replicas of the same α-Fe2O3 grain in B) generated by partial reduction using a
Rhines pack (Fe/Fe3O4) at 550 ⁰C for 3 h. Label “1” indicates 10 coating layers, “2”
indicates 20 coating layers, “3” indicates 30 coating layers, “4” indicates 40 coating
layers, and “5” indicates 50 coating layers.
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The coated pollen particles were then heated in air at 600 ⁰C for 4 h to allow for
pyrolysis of the pollen template, and crystallization of the oxide coating. TG analysis in
Chapter 4 confirmed the complete pyrolysis of the organic material from the sunflower
pollen template. Figure 5.2 displays the wt.% of material remaining, from the inorganic
oxide coatings, after heating Fe-O-coated sunflower pollen particles to 600 ⁰C. An
increasing trend in remaining wt.% is apparent when SSG deposition cycles were
increased from 10 to 50.

Figure 5.2. TG analysis of Fe-O-coated sunflower pollen (10-50 SSG deposition
cycles) during pyrolysis by heating in air at 0.5 ⁰C min-1 to 600 ⁰C.
The magnetic properties of 50 Layer α-Fe2O3 and Fe3O4 replicas were examined
with a SQUID magnetometer at 300 K as seen in Figure 5.3. The coercivity (Hc, intensity
of an external coercive field needed to force the magnetization to zero) and magnetic
saturation (Ms, maximum induced magnetization) values for the α-Fe2O3 replicas were
determined to be 2710.7 Oe and 0.3 emu g-1, respectively. The Hc and Ms values for the
Fe3O4 replicas were determined at 300 K to be 206.7 Oe and 68.2 emu g-1. This Hc value
is higher than that of bulk Fe3O4 (115-150 Oe) and that of 150 nm Fe3O4 nanoparticles
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(56.5 Oe) [12].The Ms value for the Fe3O4 replica is lower than the bulk value (92 emu g1

) [13]. In general the Ms value is lower than that of the bulk and deceases with particle

size [12, 14]. Even with an Ms value lower than the of bulk magnetite, the value is over
two orders of magnitude higher than the α-Fe2O3 replicas and allows for magnetic related
differences to be detected with adhesion measurements. The remanent magnetization (Mr,
induced magnetization remaining after an applied field is removed) value for the α-Fe2O3
and Fe3O4 replicas was determined to be 0.2 emu g-1 and 21.8 emu g-1, respectively. The
M value for the Fe3O4 replicas, necessary for evaluating Fm in Eq. (5.7), was determined
at 3.0x105 A m-1 (the average magnetic field during a typical magnetic force-distance
measurement) to be 62 emu g-1. Because it is well known that the crystal size and
magnetic properties of magnetic materials are dependent on crystal growth temperature,
the magnetic properties of 50 layer replicas are applicable to replicas with 10, 20, 30, and
40 coating layers prepared at the same temperature [15, 16].

Figure 5.3. Magnetic hysteresis loops at 300 K of a) α-Fe2O3 and b) Fe3O4 sunflower
pollen replicas.
5.4.2

Pollen Replica Adhesion Results
The adhesion strength of cleaned sunflower pollen and oxide pollen replicas of

10-50 coating layers to various substrate surfaces was evaluated by attaching pollen and
replica particles to AFM cantilevers (Figure 5.4) as described in the experimental section.
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Polyvinyl alcohol (PVA), polyvinyl acetate (PVAc), polystyrene (PS), piranha-etched
silicon (Si), unpoled, polished nickel (Ni) foil, and an axially-poled, neodymium-ironboron alloy disk magnet possessing a polished nickel foil surface (Ni-Nd) were chosen as
the substrates to analyze the effects of substrate surface chemistry and magnetic
properties on particle attraction. The measured average surface roughness values of the
six substrates fell within a range of 0.2 to 2.8 nm.
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Figure 5.4. Scanning electron images of single-particle-bearing cantilever probes of
A) α-Fe2O3 sunflower replicas and B) Fe3O4 sunflower replicas used in the AFM
adhesion study. Label “1” indicates 10 coating layers, “2” indicates 20 coating
layers, “3” indicates 30 coating layers, “4” indicates 40 coating layers, and “5”
indicates 50 coating layers. The scale bars indicate 5 µm.
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Contact mode AFM measurements were used to evaluate the short-range (VDWbased) adhesion of α-Fe2O3 and Fe3O4 particles of various coating layers (10-50), to the
Si, PVA, PVAc, PS, Ni, and Ni-Nd substrates. Average values of the VDW-based
adhesion for the different particle and substrate combinations are shown in Figure 5.5
(note: each average value was obtained from 60 measurements consisting of 20 analyses
for each of three similar particle/cantilever probes). Given the observed range in
measured values, no appreciable difference in contact mode adhesion force was detected
for each type of particle on different substrates. Table 5.3 combines the data from all of
the substrates for a given type of particle to yield average VDW adhesion force values for
cleaned sunflower pollen, α-Fe2O3 replicas, and Fe3O4 replicas.
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Figure 5.5. AFM adhesion measurements of short-ranged VDW-based adhesion
forces for a) cleaned sunflower pollen, b) α-Fe2O3 sunflower replicas (10-50 layers),
and c) Fe3O4 sunflower replicas (10-50 layers) with various substrates. Error bars
indicate ± one standard deviation.
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Table 5.3. Average adhesion forces for cleaned sunflower, α-Fe2O3 sunflower
replicas, and Fe3O4 sunflower replicas of various coating layers for all substrates
investigated. Error indicates ± one standard deviation.
Coatings

0

10

20

30

40

50

Cleaned

55 ± 9

--

--

--

--

--

α-Fe2O3

--

39 ± 9

37 ± 6

36 ± 7

38 ± 6

41 ± 13

Fe3O4

--

31 ± 8

39 ± 5

34 ± 7

42 ± 7

28 ± 7

Analyses of VDW-based adhesion forces, similar to those in Chapter 4, was
conducted using the following Hamaker equation:
(5.15)
where A132 is the non-retarded Hamaker constant of material 1 and 2 interacting across a
medium 3 (air), R is the contact radius, and D is the cutoff separation distance for the
VDW interaction (0.165 nm) [17]. Because hematite and magnetite are media with high
dielectric constants, interactions involving replicas were calculated on the basis of the
Lifshitz theory via Eq. (5.16) [17]:

(5.16)
where k is Boltzmann’s constant, T is temperature, h is Planck’s constant, νe is the media
absorption frequency, ε1 and ε2 are dielectric constants, and n1 and n2 are refractive
indices. A132 values for various coating layers of hematite or magnetite replicas on all
substrates were calculated from Eq. (5.16) by using appropriate ε1, ε2, n1, and n2 values
from Chapter 4, with the assumption that the absorption frequencies of all media are the
same. Assuming a flat substrate, R in Eq. (5.15) refers to the contact radius of the spine
tip from each probe particle. By inserting the measured average values of adhesion force
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into Eq. (5.15) along with the calculated A132 constants, average values of contact radii
for the α-Fe2O3 replicas, and Fe3O4 replicas with the various substrates were calculated
(Figure 5.6a) and ranged from 94-120 nm and 87-104 nm, respectively. However, the
calculated contact radii for all hematite and magnetite replica particles were much smaller
than the average spine tip radii of these replicas (i.e., 27-30 nm and 23-31 nm for
hematite and magnetite, respectively) obtained from SEM analyses (Figure 5.6b). Instead,
the calculated contact radii for oxide replicas of all coating layers were not far from the
average crystallite radii (17-18 nm) of these particles obtained from XRD analyses; that
is, the VDW-based adhesion forces of the oxide pollen replicas were consistent with the
contact of one or two nanocrystals located at the spine tips to the substrates. Additionally,
the change in calculated contact radii of the α-Fe2O3 and Fe3O4 replicas with the number
of coating layers was not significant (α = 0.05).

Figure 5.6. Average α-Fe2O3 and Fe3O4 sunflower replica (10-50 layers) a)
calculated contact radii from the Hamaker model and b) measured contact radii
from SEM images. Error bars indicate ± one standard deviation.
5.4.3

Modeling of the Magnetic Forces
Using a previously described methodology, the space around the Ni-Nd

permanent magnet was discretized and Φ and H were simulated using the appropriate
approximations of Eq. (5.14) and corresponding boundary conditions, detailed in
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Appendix A [9]. Figure 5.7 shows the simulations of Φ and H around the Ni-Nd
permanent magnet. Computing H around the permanent magnet now allows for the
calculation of

at the outer edge of the magnet, where the highest gradient of the

magnetic field is located. At this location, the magnetic force is experimentally measured
using colloidal AFM and predicted using Eq. (5.7).
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Figure 5.7. Simulations of a) the magnetostatic potential (Φ, A) and b) magnetic
field (H, A m-1) around a cross-section of the Ni-Nd permanent disk magnet. The
dimensions of the Nd magnet and polished Ni foil are highlighted in white.
The validity of the magnetic force model developed in Eq. (5.7) between a
magnetic particle and an axially magnetized disk magnet was assessed by probing the
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magnetic attractions of a CrO2-PS microsphere standard and the Ni-Nd disk magnet. The
average magnetization of the CrO2-PS standard over the distances probed (average
magnetic field = 3.0x105 A m-1) was ~12 emu g-1. The magnetic forces were measured at
the outer edge of the Ni-Nd disk magnet, where

is greatest. Because

has been

evaluated and the CrO2-PS microsphere possesses a known M and Vm, the calculation of
Fm is possible by Eq. (5.7). Figure 5.8a compares the magnetic force values obtained
from theoretical calculations and the magnetic force values obtained from experimental
measurements of the CrO2-PS microsphere (Figure 5.8b). The theoretical magnetic force
values are in agreement with the measured magnetic force values within an average
residual error of 20%. This error is within the error associated with measuring pollen
replica magnetic forces, therefore, the magnetic force model is deemed valid.

Figure 5.8. Comparison of a) magnetic force values field values obtained from
theoretical calculations and experimental measurements of a b) CrO2-PS
microsphere. Scale bar represents 5 µm.
5.4.4

Fe3O4 Replica Magnetic Force Results
As discussed in Chapter 4, a noticeable attractive force was detected between the

ferrimagnetic 30 layer Fe3O4 sunflower pollen replicas and the disk-shaped Ni-Nd
substrate at locations near the outer perimeter of the Ni-Nd substrate, where the gradient
of the magnetic field intensity associated with the magnetized Ni-Nd substrate is highest
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(Figure 5.7b). The average magnetization (M) of the magnetite replicas over the distances
probed (average magnetic field = 3.0x105 A m-1) was 62 emu g-1. Additionally, no
appreciable magnetic attraction was detected between the weakly ferromagnetic 30 layer
α-Fe2O3 sunflower replicas (M = 0.4 emu g-1), or the non-magnetic native sunflower
pollen, at any location across the Ni-Nd. Average values of the magnetic attraction for the
different Fe3O4 particle coatings (10-50 layers) with the Ni-Nd permanent magnet are
shown in Figure 5.9 (note: each average value was obtained from 60 measurements
consisting of 20 analyses for each of three similar particle/cantilever probes). The
magnetic force of the various Fe3O4 replicas was obtained at the outer edge of the Ni-Nd
where the gradient of the magnetic field intensity associated with the magnetized Ni-Nd
substrate is highest.
From TG analysis in Figure 5.2 it is apparent that increasing the number of SSG
coating layers increases the wt.% of inorganic oxide material remaining after pyrolysis of
the organic pollen template. Figure 5.9 indicates that there is a linear relationship with
remaining inorganic wt.% remaining after pyrolysis and the number of coating layers
deposited. From Eq. (5.7), we see that the magnetic force of a particle with a constant
remanent magnetization interacting with a given magnetic field should increase linearly
with increasing particle magnetic volume. As expected, the magnetic forces of Fe3O4
replicas (Figure 5.9) do increase linearly with increasing coating layers and further
support the model developed. Additionally, the differences in the measured magnetic
forces of Fe3O4 replicas for each coating layer was determined to be significant (α =
0.05). Control over the magnetic volume deposited during the LbL SSG process,
therefore, provides a means for tuning the magnetic attractive forces experienced by these
magnetic pollen replicas.
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Figure 5.9. Magnetic force measurements of Fe3O4 sunflower replicas of 10-50
coating layers along with the corresponding remaining weight % of oxide material
after pyrolysis of the organic pollen template.
5.4.5

Modeling the Magnetic Force of Fe3O4 Replicas
The total adhesion force acting between a given Fe3O4 replica particle and the Ni-

Nd substrate is plotted against probe distance from the substrate surface in Figure 5.10a
(note: measurements were obtained at a lateral distance of ~300 µm from the Ni foil
edge). Both magnetic and VDW attractive forces were detected between Fe3O4 sunflower
pollen replicas of all coatings and the Ni-Nd magnet near the outer edge of this substrate.
For each Fe3O4 particle/Ni-Nd-edge substrate pairing, the total adhesion force (~50-90
nN) acting over a short distance (~10 nm) consisted of the sum of the VDW force (~35
nN) and the magnetic force (~15-55 nN). At distances just beyond the range of VDWbased adhesion, a steady magnetic force was detected. The magnetic interaction between
the Fe3O4 sunflower pollen replicas and the magnetized edge of the Ni-Nd substrate
persisted out to a separation distance of ~1 mm.
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Figure 5.10. AFM force-distance curves of the total (VDW + magnetic) adhesion
force for a) Fe3O4 sunflower replicas with 10-50 coating layers at the edge of the
disk-shaped Ni-Nd magnet and b) a comparison of the experimental magnetic forcedistance curves with theoretical force-distance curves (the data in the inset is the
calculated magnetic volume of Fe3O4 replicas of 10-50 coating layers).
In order to implement the magnetic force model developed in Eq. (5.7), the
magnetic volumes of Fe3O4 replicas of all coating layers is needed. These magnetic
volumes were calculated from Eq. (5.7) using the experimental magnetic forces at each
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position above the Ni-Nd magnet, the numerically evaluated

at each position above

the Ni-Nd magnet, and the Fe3O4 replica M. The magnetic volumes used to predict the
magnetic forces of Fe3O4 replicas of varying coating layers is shown in the inset of
Figure 5.10b. Again, a linear relationship is apparent between the calculated magnetic
volume and number of SSG coatings. By inserting the calculated magnetic volumes, the
numerically evaluated

at each position above the Ni-Nd magnet, and the Fe3O4 replica

M into Eq. (5.7), values of magnetic forces for Fe3O4 replicas (10-50 coating layers) at
each position above the Ni-Nd disk magnet were calculated. Figure 5.10b compares
experimental force-distance curves with theoretical force-distance curves for Fe3O4
replicas with 10-50 coating layers. Error associated with comparing theoretical with
experimental magnetic forces ranged from 5-13%. Interestingly, the magnetic force
model does not account for structural effects and treats the magnetic volume as a
shapeless mass of material. Therefore, agreement between experimental and theoretical
magnetic forces indicates the complex pollen replica shape does not affect the modeling
of magnetic attraction, thus proving its potential for tailoring pollen replica magnetic
attraction.
5.5

Conclusions

This work in this chapter demonstrates the ability to control long-range magnetic
adhesion and predict the magnetic attractive forces of ferrimagnetic pollen replica
particles. Using the LbL SSG process, 10, 20, 30, 40, and 50 deposition cycles were
applied to sunflower pollen bio-organic templates. Thermal treatment of these highly
conformal Fe-O-coated pollen particles (10-50 layers) allowed for conversion to
nanocrystalline, phase-pure ferromagnetic hematite (α-Fe2O3) and

nanocrystalline,

phase-pure ferrimagnetic magnetite (Fe3O4) These α-Fe2O3 and Fe3O4 replicas were
found to exhibit short-range VDW-based adhesion independent of coating layers and
regulated by the contact radii of nanocrystals on the tips of the replica spines.
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Ferrimagnetic Fe3O4 replicas also exhibited short-to-long-range (up to 1 mm) magnetic
adhesion that scaled with the volume of magnetic material present. The Fe3O4 replica
magnetic forces experimentally observed agreed with predicted magnetic forces using the
model developed within 13% error. Control of the short-range VDW adhesion coupled
with the scalability of magnetic forces with nanocrystalline magnetite coating layers
present in the ceramic replicas and the predictability of magnetic forces using our
magnetic force model demonstrate the potential design tools for synthesizing
microparticles with tunable adhesion.
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CHAPTER 6
6

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
6.1

Summary and Conclusions

This work provides a foundation for exploiting the breadth of nano- and microstructured pollen morphologies for multimodal adhesion. The results demonstrate the
successful completion of the specific objectives outlined in Chapter 1. The key findings
for each objective are summarized as follows:
6.1.1

Quantify the dependence of pollen adhesion on exine size and shape using
colloidal AFM
We successfully quantified the adhesion of olive (Olea europaea), poplar

(Populus nigra), ragweed (Ambrosia artemisiifolia), dandelion (Taraxacum officinale),
and sunflower (Helianthus annuus) pollen with a series of test surfaces representing
unique combinations of solid surface morphologies using AFM. It was determined that
the surface morphology (size and shape of echinate or reticulate features) provides
pollens with a mechanism for tuning adhesion over a force range of ~30-60 nN. Pollen
grains, in the absence of the viscous pollenkitt coating, had adhesion strengths that were
independent of surface chemistry and scalable with the tip radius of the pollen’s
ornamentation features, according to the Hamaker model. The structural adhesion
mechanisms observed for natural pollen adhesion enabled the design of novel synthetic
microparticle adhesion strategies.
6.1.2

Control the deposition of nanoparticles onto pollen using electrostatic
interactions to modify pollen’s adhesive properties and impart optical
functionality
We successfully performed the first ex-situ deposition of metal nanoparticles

(NPs) onto isolated pollen shells. Ragweed pollen shells were isolated using a
conventional treatment with basic and acidic solutions. Functionalizing the isolated,
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hydroxyl-rich sporopollenin shells with an aminosilane imparted a positive surface
charge, which allowed heteroaggregation with negatively charged gold (Au) NPs and
silver (Ag) nanocubes (NCs). Metal NP surface coverage up to 55% was achieved and
could be tuned depending on the metal NP concentration or pH environment. Cleaned,
base/acid-treated, and amine-functionalized ragweed pollens exhibited short-range VDWbased adhesion dependent on the contact with a single spine tip. The bio-organic ragweed
pollen core possessed well-defined spine protuberances. AgNC-coated ragweed pollen
exhibited short-range VDW-based adhesion dependent on the contact with a single spine
tip. AuNP-covered spine tips of AuNP-coated ragweed pollen displayed enhanced
adhesion (nearly double) compared to uncoated pollen spine tips of AgNC-coated pollen.
Multiple nanoparticle contacts as well as an increased Hamaker constant facilitated the
increase in short-range VDW adhesion. Additionally, NP-pollen composites showed
potential for use as SERS substrates capable of enhancing the Raman signal of molecules
bound to the NP surface. The approach developed in this chapter provides a framework
for utilizing bio-organic pollen-NP composite particles for enhanced adhesion and as
SERS substrates by tailoring the pollen morphology, NP size, and NP chemistry.
6.1.3

Utilize pollen as a template in the surface sol-gel fabrication of replicas
possessing magnetic behavior
We demonstrated, for the first time, the ability to generate high-fidelity, all-oxide

replicas of sunflower pollen particles exhibiting tailorable short-range VDW adhesion
and short-to-long-range magnetic attraction. The hydroxyl-rich nature of sporopollenin
allowed for the use of a LbL SSG process to apply highly-conformal Fe-O-bearing
coatings (30 cycles) to the sharp, high-aspect-ratio spiny structure of sunflower pollen.
Subsequent firing at 600 ⁰C in air yielded high-fidelity replicas comprised of
nanocrystalline, phase-pure ferro-magnetic hematite (α-Fe2O3). Partial reduction of these
hematite replicas, via use of a controlled oxygen partial pressure (Rhines pack-based)
heat treatment, yielded nanocrystalline, phase-pure ferrimagnetic magnetite (Fe3O4)
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replicas. The Fe3O4 replicas were found to exhibit short-range (~10 nm) VDW-based
adhesion, governed by the contact of oxide nanocrystals present on the sharp spines
inherited from the starting sunflower pollen, and short-to-long-range (up to 1 mm)
magnetic adhesion governed by the ferrimagnetic magnetite. Using the LbL SSG process
to tailor the amount of nanocrystalline magnetite present in the ceramic replicas,
microparticles with tunable short-range (VDW-based) and longer-range (magnetic)
adhesion were successfully synthesized.
6.1.4

Tune the magnetic attraction of the pollen replicas and model the long-range
magnetic interactions of the replicas using a permanent magnet as a probe.
We succeeded in demonstrating the ability to control long-range magnetic

attraction and predicting the magnetic attractive forces of ferrimagnetic Fe3O4 pollen
replica particles. Using a range of LbL SSG deposition cycles (10-50) on the bio-organic
sunflower templates followed by thermal treatment, conversion to nanocrystalline, phasepure ferromagnetic hematite (α-Fe2O3) and nanocrystalline, phase-pure ferrimagnetic
magnetite (Fe3O4) was achieved. These α-Fe2O3 and Fe3O4 replicas were found to exhibit
short-range VDW-based adhesion independent of coating cycles and regulated by the
contact radii of nanocrystals on the tips of the replica spines. Ferrimagnetic Fe3O4
replicas also exhibited short-to-long-range (up to 1 mm) magnetic adhesion that scaled
with the volume of magnetic material present. The experimentally observed Fe3O4 replica
magnetic forces agreed with predicted magnetic forces according to the model used
(within 13% error), which indicated that the magnetic forces were not influenced by the
complex replica structure. Control of the short-range VDW adhesion, the scalability of
magnetic forces with nanocrystalline magnetite replica coating layers, and the
predictability of magnetic forces using the magnetic force model demonstrate the
potential design tools for synthesizing microparticles with tunable adhesion.
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6.2

Recommendations for Future Work

Based on the findings of this work, a number of key scientific questions have
been raised. The following section seeks to provide possible strategies for approaching
these issues in future studies.
6.2.1

Investigate the influence of surface roughness on pollen and pollen replica
adhesion
AFM force measurements successfully revealed that pollen and pollen replica

adhesion is dependent on a single contact point with a flat substrate. Realistically, the
surfaces that these particles come into contact with are likely to possess a range of
roughnesses not captured by measurements on a flat ideal surface. For example, the
complex pollen morphologies enable a lock and key mechanism with certain species of
pollen interacting with stigma surfaces during fertilization [1]. Additionally,
microparticle dispersions undergo considerable particle-particle collisions that greatly
affect their ability to disperse [2]. Therefore, major consideration for future work should
incorporate the influence of surface roughness on particle adhesion. Colloidal AFM is an
effective tool for studying the interactions between particle-bearing cantilevers and rough
surfaces, surfaces that mimic particle morphologies, or surfaces covered with
immobilized particles. It is likely that increasing the surface roughness of interacting
substrates will increase the number of pollen spine contacts and area of contact with each
individual spine. Consequently, this adhesion behavior may require the use of a model
that incorporates the effect of surface roughness. Understanding the effects that nonideal
surfaces have on particle adhesion would give greater insight on the role microstructures
play in particle adhesion.
6.2.2

Investigate the adhesion enhancement of natural pollenkitt coating on
synthesized pollen-derived particles
The adhesion mechanisms of pollen-derived particles were successfully

elucidated using AFM. These “dry” particles were essentially absent of any liquid
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influences. In nature, however, pollen grains are naturally coated with an oily liquid that
resides on or within cavities in the exine wall, known as pollenkitt [3]. Pollen dispersal is
thought to be facilitated by pollenkitt’s ability to keep pollen grains together during
transport, promoted by adhesion to animals; pollen germination and fertilization of the
ovum are possible because the pollenkitt supports pollen adhesion to the stigma and
rehydration [4, 5]. Recently, we showed that the liquid pollenkitt contributes to adhesion
through capillary mechanisms that differ significantly from those of pollens that do not
contain pollenkitt [6]. The adhesion of pollenkitt-covered pollens exhibited enhanced,
substrate dependent adhesion (~3-6 times higher compared to cleaned pollens). As a
result, natural pollenkitt can provide a means for imparting an additional mode of
adhesion to AuNP-coated pollen, AgNC-coated pollen, α-Fe2O3 pollen replicas, and
Fe3O4 pollen replicas displaying short-range VDW-based adhesion and long-range
magnetic attraction. Hence, it would be interesting to determine the effects of surface
wettability, asperity shape (NP/nanocrystal), and volume of pollenkitt present on the
adhesion of pollen-derived particles. The combination of these wet and dry adhesion
mechanisms is potentially a useful approach for controlling pollen-derived particle
adhesion.
6.2.3

Optimize nanoparticle-pollen composites for effective SERS substrates
The adhesion behavior of metal NP-coated pollen particles was successfully

evaluated using AFM. Although these metal NP-pollen composites did show some
Raman enhancement of the PVP capping agent and sporopollenin shell, a more effective
SERS demonstration is needed. Characteristics of an effective SERS substrate include the
ability to enhance the Raman signals of low concentrations of probe molecules, either
adsorbed or bound to the metal surface, and the ability to have surface plasmons in the
metal NPs excited by a laser source. In order to prove pollen-NPs are viable SERS
substrates, future research should demonstrate the detection of an analyte that can adsorb
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or bind to the metal NP surface. For example, organic compounds, such as benzene thiol,
can readily bind to metal surfaces via a thiol linkage [7, 8]. A significant increase in the
selectivity and decrease in the detection limit of SERS-sensors can be achieved by
covering the SERS-active metal substrate with a monolayer of a species that forms
specific complexes with the analyte under investigation [9]. Because surface plasmons
are excited by an incident laser source, the excitation wavelength must be adapted to the
resonance wavelength of the metal surface [10]. This would require a detailed
characterization of the optical properties of the metal NP pollen composites followed by a
tuning of the optical properties for the specific laser source. The most feasible way to
tune the optical properties is to modify the plasmon absorption of SERS substrates by
tuning the aspect ratio of Au and Ag nanorods [11]. Although, successful application of
metal NP-pollen composites as SERS substrates requires significant optimization of the
NP chemistry and NP size, the fabrication methodology we developed provides a means
for tailoring the metal NPs to fit the specific application.
6.2.4

Tunability of short-range pollen replica adhesion (crystal size)
The short-range VDW adhesion and long-range magnetic attraction of α-Fe2O3

and Fe3O4 pollen replicas were successfully measured using AFM. The magnitude of
short-range adhesion was independent of substrate chemistry and coating cycles, while
the long-range magnetic attraction scaled with coating layers (magnetic volume). It is
well known that the crystal size of ceramic materials, such as α-Fe2O3 and Fe3O4, is
determined by its growth temperature [12]. Additionally, there is a direct correlation
between the crystal size of ceramic materials and their magnetic properties [13, 14].
Thus, future research regarding magnetic pollen replicas should consider the effect of
altering the crystal growth temperature. Modifying the crystal size could potentially
provide a route for tuning the short-range VDW-based adhesion of pollen replicas and
support the current hypothesis that adhesion is crystal size-dependent. The magnetic force
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model used to successfully predict ferrimagnetic Fe3O4 magnetic forces is dependent on
the external magnetic field interacting with the replicas (from a permanent magnet), the
magnetic volume of the replica, and the magnetization of the replica. Controlling the
replica magnetization, from a modified crystal size, would facilitate further control over
the long-range magnetic attractions. Furthermore, tuning the α-Fe2O3 and Fe3O4 crystal
sizes represents an expansion of the available design tools for controlling pollen replica
adhesion.
6.3
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APPENDIX A
A FORTRAN CODE FOR MAGNETOSTATIC POTENTIAL AND
MAGNETIC FIELD OF AN NEODYMIUM DISK PERMANENT
MAGNET
A.1 Adaptation of FORTRAN simulation
The space around the Ni-Nd permanent magnet is discretized and the
magnetostatic potential (Φ) and magnetic field (H) are simulated in FORTRAN77 using
the appropriate finite difference approximations and corresponding boundary conditions
from the work of Leventis et al. [1].

*

Code written in FORTRAN77

*

This simulation maps the MAGNETOSTATIC POTENTIAL (PHI), the

*

MAGNETIC FIELD |HH|, and the GRADIENT OF THE MAGNETIC FIELD

*

|dHH| of a Permanent Disk-Magnet symmetrically disposed about the origin, which

*

is set at (0,0)

*

Calculations are executed in the first quadrant and because of symmetry both the

*

magnetostatic potential, phi, the magnetic field intensity, H, and the gradient of the

*

magnetic field, dH, are unfolded into the other three quadrants
PROGRAM B_FIELD
DOUBLE PRECISION pi, M, phi(0:1300,0:1300), current, PHI_INIT,
+

r,h,alpha, HH(0:2500,0:2500), Hi(0:2500,0:2500),

+

Hj(0:2500,0:2500), H_INIT, BIGPHI(0:2500,0:2500),

+

dHi(0:2500,0:2500), dHj(0:2500,0:2500),

+

dHH(0:2500,0:2500)

INTEGER

flag(0:1300,0:1300),jstar,istar,Nx,Ny,NUMITER,
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+

i,j,bigNy,bigNx,count

LOGICAL

DONE

PARAMETER
*

(M = 9.788029D5, pi=3.14159265358979D0)

M is the magnetization, |M|, of the magnet in ampere/meter

*
*

Use optimum alpha for 2D Cartesian coordinates.

*

Although not optimum for this problem, it should be a reasonable guess.
alpha=1.0

! 0.1-1D-5 doesn't give much difference to results,
! only increases iterations

count = 0

! Initialize counter

PHI_INIT=1.0
H_INIT=0
h=5D-5

! phi initial value
! H initial value
! grid step in meters (50 micron step size)

jstar=0.0007493/h

! top surface of the magnet (0.0295" from origin)

istar=0.0025019/h

! cylindrical side surface of the magnet (0.0985" from origin)

Ny=0.05/h

! the grid size is Nx*Ny (50 mm x 50 mm)

Nx=0.05/h

bigNy=2*Ny

! to be used when unfolding the field in all four quadrants

bigNx=2*Nx

! same as for bigNy

NUMITER=50000

*

! maximum allowable number of iterations

FLAG is an integer array that characterizes a point in the grid. It is used to determine
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*

which of various equations to use in determining the solution, according to the

*

following "code":

*

Initialize PHI and FLAG:

*
DO i = 0, Nx
DO j =0, Ny
flag(i,j)=1
phi(i,j) = PHI_INIT
END DO
END DO
*

in the plane of j=0
DO i = 0,Nx
flag(i,0) = 7
phi(i,0) = 0
END DO

*

Initialize all boundaries, points, etc.

*

fixed value point on the boundary of the computational grid

*

i.e., at infinity
DO i = 1, Nx
flag(i,Ny) = 2
END DO
DO j = 1, Ny
flag(Nx,j) = 2
END DO

*

along the axis of the magnet
DO j = 1, Ny
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flag(0,j) = 3
END DO
*--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------*
*

phi(0,j) = (4*phi(1,j)+phi(0,j+1)+phi(0,j-1))/6

*--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------*
*

on the cylindrical walls
DO j = 1, jstar-1
flag(istar,j) = 4
END DO

*--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------*
*

phi(istar,j) = (phi(istar+1,j)+phi(istar-1,j))/2

*--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------*
*

on the top surface of the magnet
DO i = 1, istar-1
flag(i,jstar) = 5
END DO

*--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------*
*

phi(i, jstar)=(M*h+phi(i,jstar+1)+phi(i,jstar-1))/2

*--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------*
*

at a corner of the magnet
flag(istar,jstar) = 6

*--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------*
*

Average at jstar and istar:

*

phi(istar, jstar)=(M*h+phi(istar,jstar+1)+

*

phi(istar,jstar-1)

*

+phi(istar+1,jstar)+phi(istar-1,jstar))/4

*--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------*
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****************************************************************
*
*

S(uper)O(ver)R(elaxation) iteration loop starts here...

100 DONE = .TRUE.
count = count + 1
IF (count .GE. NUMITER) THEN
GOTO 999
END IF

*

The following DO LOOPS do the actual SOR, using the

*

relaxation parameter alpha, and defining:

*

"phi(i,j)" as the old value of the magnetostatic potential, phi, and as

*

"current" the latest iterate.

*
DO j = 0, Ny
DO i = 0, Nx
IF ( flag(i,j) .EQ. 1 )THEN
current = ((1+h/(2*i*h))*phi(i+1,j)+(1-h/(2*i*h))
+

*phi(i-1,j)+phi(i,j+1)+phi(i,j-1))/4
ELSE IF(flag(i,j) .EQ. 2)THEN
r=SQRT((i*h)**2+(j*h)**2)
current= (M*j*h*pi*((istar*h)**2)*(2*jstar*h))/(4*pi*r**3)

*

The quantity [pi * ((istar*h)**2) * (2 * jstar*h)] is the volume

*

of the magnet, V
ELSE IF(flag(i,j) .EQ. 3)THEN
current = (4*phi(1,j)+phi(0,j+1)+phi(0,j-1))/6
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ELSE IF(flag(i,j) .EQ. 4)THEN
current = (phi(istar+1,j)+phi(istar-1,j))/2
ELSE IF(flag(i,j) .EQ. 5)THEN
current = (M*h+phi(i,jstar+1)+phi(i,jstar-1))/2
ELSE IF(flag(i,j) .EQ. 6)THEN
current = (M*h+phi(i,jstar+1)
+
*

+phi(i,jstar-1)+phi(istar+1,j)+phi(istar-1,j))/4
ELSE IF(flag(i,j) .EQ. 7)THEN

*

current = 0
END IF
IF(count.GT.1000) alpha=1D-5
IF((abs((current-phi(i,j))/current).GT.1D-5))
+

DONE = .FALSE.
phi(i,j) = current +alpha * (current-phi(i,j))
END DO

END DO
IF (.NOT.DONE) THEN
GOTO 100
ENDIF
*****************UNFOLDING PHI OVER ALL QUADRANTS ***************
*

initialize big arrays
999 DO j=0,bigNy
DO i=0,bigNx
BIGPHI(i,j)=PHI_INIT
Hi(i,j)=H_INIT
Hj(i,j)=H_INIT
HH(i,j)=H_INIT
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dHi(i,j)=H_INIT
dHj(i,j)=H_INIT
dHH(i,j)=H_INIT
END DO
END DO
*

using symmetry to calculate phi everywhere
DO j=0,Ny
DO i=0,Nx
BIGPHI(Nx+i,Ny+j)=phi(i,j)
BIGPHI(Nx-i,Ny+j)=phi(i,j)
BIGPHI(Nx+i,Ny-j)=-phi(i,j)
BIGPHI(Nx-i,Ny-j)=-phi(i,j)
END DO
END DO

************************ PRINTING OUT i, j, phi(i,j) ********************
PRINT*
PRINT*,"# i j phi(i,j)"
PRINT*
OPEN(11,file='Nd1.txt')
DO j=0,bigNy
DO i=0,bigNx
WRITE(11,555) real(i-Nx)/508,real(j-Ny)/508,BIGPHI (i,j)
END DO
END DO
close (11)
********************CALCULATING Hi(i,j), Hj(i,j), |HH(i,j)|*****************
*

calculating Hx component of the H vector
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DO j=0,bigNy
DO i=1,bigNx-1
Hi(i,j)=-(BIGPHI(i+1,j)-BIGPHI(i-1,j))/(2.0*h)
END DO
END DO
*

calculating Hy component of the H vector
DO i=0,bigNx
DO j=1,bigNy-1
Hj(i,j)=-(BIGPHI(i,j+1)-BIGPHI(i,j-1))/(2.0*h)
END DO
END DO

*

calculating the absolute value (called HH) of the H vector
DO i=0,bigNx
DO j=0,bigNy
HH(i,j)=SQRT(Hi(i,j)**2+Hj(i,j)**2)
END DO
END DO

*********************** PRINTING PARAMETERS OUT *******************
PRINT*
PRINT*, "# No. of iterations= :", count
PRINT*, "# h= :",h
PRINT*, "# Nx= :",Nx
PRINT*, "# Ny= :",Ny
PRINT*, "# bigNx= :",bigNx
PRINT*, "# bigNy= :",bigNy
PRINT*, "# M= :",M
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PRINT*, "# alpha= :",alpha
PRINT*, "# PHI_INIT= :",PHI_INIT
PRINT*, "# H_INIT= :",H_INIT
PRINT*, "variables= x,y,Hi,Hj,HH"
PRINT*, "zone J=899,I=899,F=point,F=point,F=point"
******************PRINTING OUT i, j, Hi(i,j),Hj(i,j)AND |HH(i,j)|**************
PRINT*
PRINT*,"# i j Hi(i,j) Hj(i,j) HH(i,j)"
PRINT*
OPEN(12,file='Nd2.txt')
DO j=1,bigNy-1
DO i=1,bigNx-1
WRITE(12,555) real(i-Nx)/508,real(j-Ny)/508,
+

Hi(i,j),Hj(i,j),HH(i,j)
END DO

END DO
close(12)
******************CALCULATING dHi(i,j), dHj(i,j), |dHH(i,j)|*****************
*

calculating dHi component of the dH vector
DO j=0,bigNy
DO i=1,bigNx-1
dHi(i,j)=(HH(i+1,j)-HH(i-1,j))/(2.0*h)
END DO
END DO

*

calculating dHj component of the dH vector
DO i=0,bigNx
DO j=1,bigNy-1
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dHj(i,j)=(HH(i,j+1)-HH(i,j-1))/(2.0*h)
END DO
END DO
*

calculating the absolute value (called dHH) of the dH vector
DO i=0,bigNx
DO j=0,bigNy
dHH(i,j)=SQRT(dHi(i,j)**2+dHj(i,j)**2)
END DO
END DO

******************PRINTING OUT i, j, dHi(i,j),dHj(i,j)AND |dHH(i,j)|***********
PRINT*
PRINT*,"# i j dHi(i,j) dHj(i,j) dHH(i,j)"
PRINT*
OPEN(13,file='Nd3.txt')
DO j=2,bigNy-2
DO i=2,bigNx-2
WRITE(13,555) real(i-Nx)/508,real(j-Ny)/508,
+

dHi(i,j),dHj(i,j),dHH(i,j)
END DO

END DO
close(13)
555 FORMAT(1X,f8.4,1X,f8.4,F18.2,F18.2,F18.2)
END
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